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UCF impacted by terrorist acts
Many at _university
affected by events
ofpast 1J)eek

National day of prayer
observed at UCF
CASEY MCCORKLE
STAFF WRITER

DANIELLE DEPARI
STAFF WRITER

,_·,

Events on Sept. 11 may have impacted
America, but they also impacted the campus
ofUCF.
Professor Steve Scholow began his
History of Motion Pictures class on
Wednesday morning with a simple 'speech,
he said, ''I'm not going to say anything religious, because it will either be too religious
or not religious enough... I'm not going to
say anything political, because it will either
TAYLOR CLARK I CFF
be too political or not political enough... " He
·
Students
lit
candles
and
held
a
moinent
of
silence
at
the
candlelight
vigil
held
at the Reflection
then proceeded to show the class the film
Tender Mercies in an attempt to calm the Pond. Events such as candlelight vigils and the "National Day of Prayer and Remembrance"
grief stricken faces in the room. Like so helped students cope with the events of the past week.
many other professors on campus, he felt an Pentagon had been brutally attacked by added, "My brother landed at LaGuardia
obligation to console. The entire nation hijacked commercial flights.
Tuesday morning at 8:45 a.m. and did not
needed cornfort that day.
To most this news seemed inconceiv- see anything. However, a close friend of my
The terrorist attack on this countrY held able. People were forced to reassure them- uncles' was in building three of the World
the attention of not just the population of selves that this is not the plot of the newest Trade Center. He began trying to eva~uate
UCF, but also the entire nation. Around cam- . action packed thriller to hit the box office, after the first plane crashed, while he was
pus, the news blared onto the usually low that this was the doomed fate of Sept. 11, attemptirig to evacuate, the second plane had
audio system in the· bookstore, quick to catch 2001, a date that no one will have the ability crashed, and he had just gotten out when the
the attention of students studying, or just to erase from their memory. .
first building crumbled. It took him one hour
caught up in normal everyday conversation.
"As I watched the news, rp.y first to evacuate."
Soon, virtually everyone became aware, the thought was~ they have destroyed my city,"
Contrary to how it may have originally
World Trade Center towers as well as the said Auinash Bhimsen, a biology major. She appeared, the attacks were not just made in

Online parking registration
has positive outcome
CASEY MCCORKLE
STAFF WRITER

Beginning fall semester,
UCF Administration required all
students to register online for
their parking decals. While parking permits had been previously
available online, the University
administration determined the
switch to mandatory online ..registration was both necessary and
beneficial to students.
"As the University's student

population - has experienced
tremendous growth in recent
years, it has become increasingly
apparent that an alternative to the
traditional procedure of having
everyone stand in long lines for
interminable periods of time over
several weeks was needed," said
John Clark, manager of Parking
Services.
"Other colleges and universities have been utilizing the

On Sept. 14, students, faculty and
staff }oiiied ~together in the Student
Union for remembrance of those victims involved in Tuesday's attack on the
World Trade Center and Tlie Pentagon.
The noontime vigil was part of a
"National Day of Prayer" ordered by
President Bush .in observance of the
recent tragedies in New York and
Washington D.C. A reverend was in
attendance, along with university president John Hitt, student body president
Marco Pena and the UCF Gospel and
Multicultural Choir.
With solemn onlookers, the national anthem was played while the soft
voices of concerned students and faculty filled the packed union. Flags and
banners were raised high during a uqitPLEASE SEE

Hitt ON A-12

Washington D.C. .and New York City, they
were. made on the American people. Even in.
the population of UCF, people were affected
by this tragedy.
"Considering the large human impact of
these recent events, it is almost certain that if
PLEASE SEE
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Senate elections to be held
MiCHAEL ROBBINS
STAFF WRITER

HALEY CABRERA

I

CFF

Parking permits were only available to be purPLEASE SEE Parking ON A-4 chased onhne for the fall semester.

Election of Student Government Association senators
will occur Sept. 24 - 26; voting will occur online using
Polaris, as well as in-tents near the Student Union.
The senate candidates came from those who declared
candidacy by Sept. 14. For consideration, students had to
receive 50 signatures from members of their college. Future
senate hopeful Scott Vogelpohl called the system "accessible
to everyone that wants to make the effort to run."
"[The election] brings the people together,'' said Sergey
Polyakov, senator for the School of Optics, "You feel like a
little part of [SGA]."
The elected candidates will become a part of the 34th
PLEASE SEE
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UCF Professor lives
underwater
ADA LAM
STAFF WRITER

'

)

On August 13, Linda Walters
an assistant professor of biology
spent 10 days in Aquarius, the
worlds' only underwater habitat.
Aquarius, at a depth of 63 feet,
is located about 10 miles south of
Key Largo.
The purpose of living in
Aquarius is to allow saturation
dives, Walters said.
In surface diving, divers begin
on the surface where the maximum
amount of dive time is 60 minutes
Professor Linda Waters spent 10 days
in 60 feet of water. On Aquarius,
habitat, Aquarius.
divers are already underwater.
Therefore, they are able dive for up stayed out until 7 p.IIJ.., when dinto nine hours a day.
ner began. Dinner consisted of
On a typical day, Walters got dehydrated food that was mixed
out of bed at 6 a.m. and was in the with hot water.
water by 7 a.m. She studied the
"I was never tired," Walters
algae surrounding Aquarius and at said. "I was really pumped on
a remote site about 40 feet deeper. adrenaline."
Around noon, Walters went back to
Walters studied the effects of
the habitat, where a doctor and the growth of Dictyota, a brown
reporters were brought down from algae that surrounds the habitat.
the surface. The doctor conducted
Laura Wick and Julie Liss,
physical check-ups and reporters · graduate students, accompanied
got to ask questions. She went out Walters. They joined me on dives
again four hours later. Walters for two previous summers, so they

UCF WEB SITE

submerged in the underwater
are very well-trained, Walters said.
The one .downside of saturation diving was decompression,
Walters said.
The group had to stay in
Aquarius and breath pure oxygen
on and off for 25 hours before
heading back up t9 the surface.
Walters trip was funded
through a federal grant given in
part by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.
Walters has been diving for 20
years.
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New spending limits
may be in place
abolished that spending cap,
mainly to equalize this election
Student Senate. Fifty-two seats with the executive branch elecare available to those running, tion, which has a limit of 6 cents
who will represent their colleges per student attending UCF.
for one year and allocate the
While there is currently no
roughly $7 million SGA budget spending cap for senate camto various organizations and paigning, the judicial council
activities. This budget comes recently suggested a similar
from the activity fees paid by spending cap as the executive,
students.
limited to the number of stu"It's· important to vote dents in the senator's college.
because the .money [we allocate] According to Gould, the senate
comes from students," said Rishi will probably accept this suggesBagga, a current senator for the · tion, though he feels it will not
College of Arts and Science. deeply affect the upcoming elec"It's the only way to have a say." tio:µ
This year's election will see
'This petition was to equalchanges from past situations. ize spending on elections [in all
According to senators and mem- the branches]," said Gould.
bers of SGA, this election seems "$100 was not enough."
to be running smgother than prePublicity for the election
vious elections. Current sena- will appear all over campus, as .
tors note the confirmed date for well as on the roads surrounding
the election, as opposed to previ- the campus. According to
ous years where the dates Champlin, the elections and
changed at the last moment.
appointments committee and.
"Voter turn out will be high- election commissioners have
er this year thanks to extra effort worked extremely hard to pro[by SGA], as well as less frus- mote the upcoming election.
tration from students due to
SGA is encouraging all stuchanging dates," said Amy dents to come out and vot~.
Champlin, a representative for Current representatives comthe College of Arts and Science mented on the importance of
and the chairperson for the elec- future representatives and this
tions and appointment commit- election, especially since the
tee.
senate decides how funding proAnother. change comes in vided by students is distributed.
the spending limits of candidates
"You are electing the people
for campaigning, which will who will represent you. You
begin Sept. 17. In previous should make an educated deciyears, senators had a limit of sion," said Katie Campbell, stu-:
$100; a petition brought forth by dent body vice president and
Marcus Gould, recently appoint- president of the senate. "Make
ed attorney general of SGA, your voice heard."
FROM PAGE
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World's Most Famous
Lingerie Sportswear
Catalog
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Located in former
Waccamaw Homeplace
351 University Park Dr
(University Blvd. & 436)
Winter Park - From
I-4, Exit 45, go east
on Fairbanks, turn
right on 436

2122 E. Colonial Drive. Ortandot Fl 32803
Next to Kobe Japanese Steak Hou~ CALL (407) 895-0603
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Parking services.pleased with results
vehicles long before arriving ·on
campus."
online process of registering vehiHowever many students faced
cles and selling parking permits other problems during the registrafor a number of years," said Clark. tion process. Some students were
Examples of two of these frustrated when they did not
schools are the University of receive the decals they ordered
Georgia and the University of online through the mail. "I regisFlorida. "Both are large institu- tered online, paid with a credit
tions whose populations are com- card and never got my decal," said
mensurate with ours (33,000 & a p~litical science major. "I ended
46,000 respectively), and at which up having to go pick up my decal
the manual procedure of process- anyway, so I fail to see the conveing perm!t sales has become out- nience in this system."
dated," said Clark. "UCF took a
Clark points out that other
close look at those systems, as well universities had similar 'technical
as others, and came to the conclu- problems. Schools such as UF or
sion that online parking permit VGA met with equal difficulties.
sales would be a viable alternative "Like UCF, those institutions
to the traditional method."
experien_ced 'glitches' at first, but
However, many students. are overcoming them to the point
complained of technical problems that they consider their systems
with the system. "It was definitely 'highly successful'," said Clark.
Although some students complained of
a hassle," said junior Wendi
"Another major problem We
Melton, who chose not to pay with experienced was the unfortunate
a credit card. "I had to register for coincidence of the university con- anticipated," added Clark.
it online, but then I had to go pick tracting with a different banking
"This year, the process began
up the decal in person."
institution at the beginning of the on July 23," said Clark. "Many
"The primary benefit of these term," said Clark. "The result was students, however, waited well
options is that the constituent may that online credit card purchases until classes began on Aug. 20, or
select the method most convenient could not be processed through the well into the academic year before
for him/her," said Clark. 'The best new bank, and we had to get them making an effort to buy a parking
option, of course, is to buy the per- processed through a different mer- permit," he added, ''That created a
mit at the time of vehicle registra- chant account server. That caused · last-minute 'bottleneck' at the sertion, and to have the permit mailed some delays in getting approved vice windows that we had hoped
to them. That way, constituents credit card purchases, and other to preclude."
can have their permits on their related problems, that we had not
Still some students found the
FROM PAGE
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JERRY KLEIN

I UCF NEWS WEB SITE

the system, parking services deemed it a success.
new registration process easy and
effective. "I registered on the
Internet for my decal, and I picked
it up in two days," said Andrea
Pacini, a senior maJoring . in
English. "I stood in line for five
minutes and had no problems something very unusual for UCF,''
Pacini added.
Clark and others at UGF have ·
high hopes for the online registration process in the upcoming

semesters. "Once most everyone
becomes accustomed to registering their vehicles and purchasing
their parking permits online, just
as they are with other administrative university functions that are
performed online, the benefits will
be realized much more than it has
. been so far this first year," said
Clark. · "But we do consider the
'effort to have been, by and large, a
successful one."
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What Part of your body do you love?
Having.trouble cho.osing?
Advertisers, Hollywood, the cosmetic,
fashion and diet industries all work hard to
make us believe that no part of our bodies
are acceptable. We're dismembered. We've
become a pair of legs, lips, and breasts - all
of which need fixing at any cost. Whafs the
result of all this? By the time ·girls reach the
fourth grade, 80% of them have begun
dieting. Isn't it time to fight back? Get active!
Your first step is to stop by the Love Your
Body table to sign our petition.

HATE·THE 'JEANS

NOT THE

GENETICS
LOVE YOUR BObY bAY 2001

STUDENT
WELLNESS
ADVOCATE TEAM

CAMPUS WELLNESS CENTER
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES

.t '

l

t
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Anticipating taking the GRE?
Join UCF's 8-week GRE
Test -Review Course
Now Available at the

Downtown Academic Center
and

UCF Daytona Beach Campus
).

UCF Daytona Beach.C ampus:
Mondays from 6:00-9:00 PM
October 15, 2001- December 10, 2001
UCF Downtown Center:

-

Tuur:sdays from 6:00-9:00 PM
October 18, 2001 - December 7, 2001

JOE KALEITA I
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The Career Expo allows students to meet face to face with potential
emp~oyers leading up to graduation.

Career Expo to be
held at UCF Arena

$350

Career Resource Center sponsors event

For more info, call (407) 207-4920,
or go to http://www.dce.ucf.edu.

DARCY ELENA RODRIGUEZ

Univ~rsity
Central

..

of

Florida

STAFF WRITER

The Career Resourc_e Center (CRC) will be hosting the fall 2001
Career Expo Sept. 25 from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m. The Career Expo will
be held at the UCF Arena and will provide an
opportunity for students to meet with representatives and recr}liters from a wide range of
Look for
companies and organizations.
-more on the
The Career Expo is primarily comprised
of companies from business, technical and
Career Expo
government areas, but it is not limited to these.
in this
There will be recruiters from retail, sales, consulting and accounting firms, as well as from
week's
engineering companies, and county, state, and
Employment
_federal organizations. The Career Expo feasection
tures a variety of job and internship opportunities.
"It's typically oriented towards ·students
who are graduating and looking for full-time opportunities," said
Melanie Parker, Director of the CRC. "Many of the companies may
also be looking for interns".
All students are welcome to attend; however, the Career Expo is
a professional affair.
"This is a business dress event," said Parker. "Students need to
be dressed in
business attire."
Students
should be ready
to present a ·
resume and look
and
perform
professionally.
Attire should be
conservative and
neat. Students
are also encouraged to research
the companies
that will be
attending to get
JOE KALEITA I CFF
a better idea of Interviewing is a crucial step in the hiring process.
the needs of the
company. Following the Career Expo, recruiters schedule on-campus
interviews with the students.
"In order to schedule an on-campus interview and in order to
view the job listings you have to be registered in the Gold
Connection," said Parker.
Students will need to register for the Gold Connection, a system
of providing students with information such as job listings, interviews, and other opportunities. Students do not need to register with
the Gold Connection in order to attend the Career Expo, but will need
to register for the on-campus interviews. Students are strongly
advised to register ahead of time, however, before the Career Expo.
For further information on the Career Expo or resume assistance
and employer lists, contact the Career Resource Center at (407) 8232361 or visit their web site at http://www.crc.ucf.edu. The CRC will
also be hosting the upcoming Professional Fair for graduate, law and
professional schools on Oct 1.
~ .
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UCF is now using an automated system to detect plagiarism.
Be advised that any papers you submit to class can now be
checked quickly and easily for evidence of submitting someone
else's work. Fo"r more information, visit www.turnitin.com

A fri_
endly reminder from

NATHAN HOLIC
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

STUDENT.

Pride and Unity in Greek Park
It's in the words of every American politician at every
news conference that followed last Tuesday's tragedy. It's in
the black print of every newspaper, every article and every
column across the country. It's on the face of each student that
walks through the university. And it's on the front lawns of the
houses along Greek Park. It's the American spirit.
The once-gold lion statue outside the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon house is now the embodiment of the American spirit,
its face painted blue with white stars and its body painted in
red and white stripes; below this newly colored lion, in white
stenciled lettering, reads "God Bless America." If some of the
paint looks as if it has smeared or run a bit, it's because it has.
The brothers of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon painted this
lion in the rain Tuesday
afternoon to display their
indomitable American spirit.
And it wasn't just at
this particular fraternity
house. It could be seen
everywhere. The bed-sheet
banners that usually hang
- STENCILIED ON SAE'S LION
from posts in the front
NOW PAINTED IN
lawns · of fraternity and
RED,
Wfilff.
AND -;BtU£
sorority houses, proclaiming a sorority's next date
function or a fraternity's
next formal, now flap in the
wind with ~essages of hope.
"In God We Trust," says the banner at the Alpha Xi Delta
sorority house; "You are all in our prayers," a banner in the
Delta Delta Delta sorority lawn reads. Stretched from the
columns at the entrance of the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
house, hanging from the second floor of the Zeta Tau Alpha
house, these banners offer words of condolences that are simple but touching.
And it's in other places, too. A flag hangs from the Kappa
Sigma roof, its size rivaling the tremendous flags flying in
front of car dealerships. Tall wooden letters, painted in red,
white, and blue, spell out USA on the Pi Kappa Alpha lawn.
And everywhere, from Sigma Chi to Sigma Phi Epsilon, the
American flags are at half-mast.
The Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity even held a Tuesday
night candle-light vigil, where members of every fraternity
and sorority could gather, pray and light candles to honor
those in New York and Washington, DC, affected by the
tragedies. It was there too, in the unity among students of
vastly different organizations. The unity among· citizens of
vastly different backgrounds. The strength and the spirit. The

LEGAL
SERVICESStudent Legal Services provides students with assistance
·in selected areas of law such as landlord/tenant, consumer.,
chapter 7 bankruptcy, criminal, traffic, & uncontested
dissolutions. Qualified students can receive consultation
_and reoresentation. free of charoe.

•

Student Legal Services.
407-823-2538, SRC 155 ..
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/~stulegal

6od bless
America.

Funded by A&SF as allocated by Student Government.
BRAND NEW - NOW LEASING!
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Sigma Phi"Epsilon will also have two large boxes set up
outside their fraternity house for the next week, where anyone
can make toy or canned food contributions for those .in need in
New York and Washington, DC.
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Dr. Bill Brown Scholarship
The UCF Panhellenic Council, the governing body of all
women's Greek-lettered Organizations, is now accepting
applicants for the $500 Dr. Bill Brown Scholarship. Dr. Brown
was the University of Central Florida's former Dean of
Students; he retired 1 in 1990 but still remains active at the
. .
I
Umvers1ty.
·
.
The Panhellenic Council honored Dr. Brown in 1992 by
creating the scholarship, and has been awarding it each year
since. The $500 scholarship is open to all full-time female
graduate stu&ents (Greek or not) enrolled at UCF, and the
main criteria for the award include financial need, academic
achievement, and campus and community involvement.
Applications can be picked up in the Office of Greek Affairs
in Student Union 208. The deadline for applications is Oct. 5.
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STAFF WRITER
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March 2001 brought a solution
to the plagiarism epidemic on UCF's
campus. At that time, the university
joined hundreds of other education
institutions by subscribing to
Turnitin.com, a tool that catches plagiarism in written works.
"The goal is prevention not punishment," said Patricia MacKown,
Director of Student Legal Services.
MacKown heard of Turnitin.com at
a conference she attended. After
researching various articles, MacKown
requested that Dr. Thomas Huddleston,
Director of Student Development and
Enrollment Services purchase the system.
The system cost about $4,000.
After its purchase, UCF tested the
"document source analysis" throughout
the summer through random summer
courses. After notable success, the system
went into full effect this fall .. However
teachers who use the system are required
to state so in the syllabus or make students aware of their intentions before use.
Richard Quinn of the Management
Department in the College of Business
was one of the professors who first tested
out the program at UCF. "The software
does a good job of evaluating the originality of reports, and in that respect it can
become an excellent teaching tool, especially early in ·student's academic life to
help them understand both why, and

. they need to cite the
others," said Quinn.
Turnitn.com debuted in 1995. UC
Berkley researchers who were looking for
a way to "ensure that uncited information
in any submitted document is identified
and traced back . to its original Internet
location" established the system.
UCF is taking advantage of this antiplagiarism tool. The system uses two
scanning devices to attack plagiarized
material. After a written work is submitted, Turnitin.com creates a "digital fingerprint' of the text, which is sent out to a
database of over 80,000 I_ntemet sources.
The database consists of past submitted papers, as well as unprotected or free

Internet
sites.
According
to
Turnitin.com, " ... We
release a series of up
to 20 automated web
robots, each carrying
a copy of the submitted document's
fingerprint, to scan
any
Internet
sources not yet
contained within
our system."
Following the indepth search, the
then
software
creates an "originality
report"
that is sent to the professor. The report is color-coded and
shows the exact number of plagiarized
passages in the submitted text, as well as
the web sites of where the plagiarized
work was found. Papers are also rated on
a l-to-5 scale, five being the most similar
to other works.
While some plagiarized text is usually cited properly in the student's work, it
is still caught by the · software. After
receiving the "originality report" the
teacher must determine whether or not
the text is considered plagiarized and
decide on what actions should be taken.
Turnitin.com states that 2.6 million
users- use cheat sites such as
cheathouse.com and schoolsucks.com to
write term papers or other written assign-

ments. Furthermore, a Rutgers University
survey shows that 12 percent of students
cheat on a regular basis also using those
web sites.
"The new system is something I
haven't heard of before but I believe that
it's a great idea. However, people will
have to first learn what it is to "plagiarize" something because the definition
may be unclear. Hopefully this system
will clear things up," said junior Jessica
Gracewski, an oral communications
major.
Although the program catches
instances of plagiarism, it in not fail-safe.
However, teachers can use this tool to
encourage students not to cheat.
"It raises the awareness and sensitivity of the students to academic honesty.
Perhaps they have never been taught or
never thought about whether "stealing"
another's work is wrong ... this helps us to
teach that," said Susan Rogers, a professor who has used the service.
"Also, if they are one who would
knowingly 'steal' work from another person in this manner, they will probably
think twice about doing it knowing they
can get !caught."' she added. ~'Using the
Tumltln program gives us an avenue as
faculty to make a very clear statement
regarding our expectations in the area of
academip honesty. As a department, this
has helped us to talk about teaching [and
modeling] ethical behavior for our students which is one of the 'essentials' in
our curriculum."
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A graduate degree with a major advantag,e
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To U_CF Graduate Studies representatives and faculty at
the Student Union, Pegasus Ballroom, Wednesday,
October 3, 2-7 p.m.
www.graduate.ucf.edu
graduate@ mail. ucf .edu
407-823-2766
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Professor posthumously awarded

Give a Shirt rescheduled
The "Give a Shirt for UCF" promotion,
scheduled for Sept. 12 has been rescheduled
for Sept. 19. Students are invited to the
Student Union to have the opportunity to
trade in a t-shirt from another college or university and receive a brand new UCF shirt in
exchange.
The t-shirts collected from other colleges and universities will be donated to
Goodwill. There will be 1,000 brand new
UCF t-shirts on hand to give out to students.

Jonathan Mednick, a UCF film direction
and production assistant professor, posthumously won an Emmy Award Saturday night
in Pasadena, Calif. Mednick produced and
directed "American High", a PBS television
series named Outstanding Non-Fiction
[Reality] Program, in a new category.
Mednick, who was killed by a brain
aneurysm, joined UCF's faculty in 2000, as a
15-year-veteran in film. His feature film
"The Believer" was named Best Picture at
the Sundance Film Festival in January.
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To the many

3 Bedroom·/ 2 Bath Homes

innocent men and .
women who
perished on
September 11, .2001-

From Under $500 per Month

May your souls rest
•
1n
peace.

Up To $12,000 OFF
Hurry· Limited Time Offer!
DEERWOOD ·
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Clubhouse
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(407) 281-6029
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"It's not fair. My
(still
missing)
friend has been at
Port Authority
· five
for
months.
He
loved that job.
It was a good
job. It's not
fair."
-CHRIS O'MALLEY
SENIOR,
LIBERAL STUDIES MAJOR
(AND NATIVE NEW YORKER)

No one told you the hardest part of being an engineer would be finding
your first job. Of course, its stilJ possible to get the high-tech work
you want by joining the U.S. Air Force. You can leverage your degree
immediately and get hands-on experience with some of the most
sophisticated technology on earth. To find out how to get your career off
the ground, call 1-800-423-USAF or visit our Web site at airforce.com.
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U.S.. AIR FORCE
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'We aren't going to be
able to retaliate effectively
with a few bombs or cruise
missiles. This will require a
carefully planned strike with
the use of ground troops to
ensure our targets are
destroyed with a minimum of
innocent casualties."
-STEPHEN ILLSLEY
JUNIOR. COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

"I feel saddened by what
has happened to out country.
My thoughts and prayers are
with those that have been
deeply affected by this tragic
act. It has been such a wonderful sight to see all UCF
students unite and support
one another. We can only
hope that all of this will end
soon."
-KELLY ERICKSON
SENIOR. ORGANIZATIONAL
COMMUNICATIONS MAJOR

"I don't know if there is a
solution to this. It seems
almost Hke a catch 22,
because retaliation from us
means retaliation from them.
and more innocent people will
die. _At the same time, we
can't sit back and just be
defeated. There is no totally
right answer, that's part of the
horror of this situation." ·
-TERRI CRYMES
SENIOR, MUSICAL THEATER MAJOR

3300 Minutes for ~
(3oo Whenever,
3000 weekend)

S3CJ99
.

"I think it's all really
sad."
-HOLLY DUONG
GRADUATE STUDENT

"My heart goes out to all
the families of the deceased
and my prayers go to those
whose lives were dramatically cut short. May God bless
everyone and help ease the
horrific pain we as a nation
are feeling right now."
-MICHAEL MAHER
SOPHMORE. BIOLOGY MAJOR

"The attack towards the
World Trade Center really
struck me because I have family in New York City. I was
shocked because I thought
America was safe from terror-

ism of that magnitude. It left
me a little shaky."
-LAWRENCE LAY,
FRESHMAN
"I hope we can learn from
the past and find the true
enemy. An entire race is not
responsible for this, but one
small group has changed the
future of America."
-MRS. MICHELE RANDALL
ENGLISH PROFESSOR

"This situation really hurt
many people. We are a good
and strong country. We will
overcome this terrorism."
-DONNA FERGUSON
STUDENT COORDINATOR
AT COLLEGIATE VILLAGE INN

"I would suggest that
everyone stand firm, and
know that our government
will do everything in its
power. I mean, this is
America, the land of opportunity, and the strongest nation
in the world. And I think we
sh9uld stand united as the
UCF community."
-MARCO PENA
PRESIDENT. SGA

"I am really concerned
about what will happen .. .!
just hope it doesn't get
worse."
-EDUARDO BASKERVILL
JUNIOR, FILM PENDING

"I am now truly able to
understand how my parents
felt when Kennedy was assassinated. America has lost its
innocence - things will never
be the same."
-STACEY BARRETO
SOPHOMORE, FOREIGN LANGUAGES

"It was the worst thing
that has ever occurred in our
country. Words can't really
describe the reality of it - its
more horrible then words are
able to express. Why bother
~ying?"

-JUSTIN DRAHL
SENIOR. COMPUTER SCIENCE
--COMPILED BY STAFF REPORTERS
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The student-organized <andlelighl vigil at the Reflection Pond was held the night following the attacks in
New York and Washington.

Candle lighting vigils
held on campus
Vigils at the Sigma Phi .
house and reflection
pond help students ·cope
RYAN KRAUSMANN
STAFF WRITER

An estimated five hundred UCF students
participated in a candle lighting ceremony
held on Sept. 11, in front of the Sigma Phi
Epsilon house on Greek Row. The students
surrounded a flagpole at half-mask and, each
with a candle in hand, lit their fellow student's candle in silence. Those there used the
time to pray and reflect on the tragedies of the
day.
"It was a special thing to see everyone
come together as one," said Travis Utter. "I
was at work when it happened and thought,
what can I do? This was just a visualization at
10:00 a.m. and it came together that night."
Speakers at the ceremony included
Sigma Phi Epsilon brother Jimmy McMillan
and a pastor from the Christ Covenant
Church, Danny Adams.
"We put this together to just bring every-

one together as a community," said Charlie
Ross, who helped organized the half-hour
ceremony. "Everyone just wanted to pay their
respects."
"I felt it was a -touching gesture for
everyone to come together in honor of the
events earlier today," said Iva M. Creed, a
sophomore majoring in international business.
A television was brought out in front of
the Sigma Phi Epsilon house so that everyone
could hear President Bush's address to the
nation. Local news station Channel 13 also
came to the candle lighting ceremony to
report on the event. Pastor Adams stayed after
the ceremony to talk to and console students.
Another candle lighting ceremony was
also held at the UCF water fountain on Sept.
12, · at 8:00 p.m. In attendance were over
three hundred students, alumni, faculty and
staff.
"A student called at 3:30 and we got
things underway. People spoke and sang. It
was amazing," said staff member Susie Katz.
The event was choreographed by Melody
Davidson. Channels 2 and 9 broadcasted portions of the ceremony for their nightly news
programs.

I
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The American flag stands al half-mast in front of Millican Hall. Flags all over the <ountry stood
in honor of those killed in the tragedy.
c

Community creates unity banner
Banner gave students chance to show solidarity with victims
be retaliation, but I hope this doesn't tum
into a world war."
UCF student Charity Krich wrote:
Two days after terrorist attacks in "God bless you and your families. I love
New York and Washington D.C. claimed the USA."
the lives of thousands of Americans,
An anonymous contributor dedicated
Hands on Orlando was at UCF, collecting this poem:
messages, poetry and .ru:twork by students
Sometimes I wake up on the wrong
to display on a unity banner honoring vic- side of bed
tiins and their loved ones.
Sometimes I fall while walking
Hands on Orlando, a non-profit volBut I keep going
unteer organization in Central Florida, is
Shouldn't we all?
an affiliate of a New York volunteer group
I hope you can.
called New York Care. The Orlando volOther student's messages were stem
unteer service has launched a major effort and unforgiving.
to colle_ct enough sentiments from the
"To the monsters responsible, you
Orlando community to fill a 1,100-foot will pay! If we don't get you, God will."
paper banner. The 1, 100 feet signifies each
"Being a volunteer organization, we
floor lost in the demolished World Trade thought this was a very appropriate idea,"
Center. Once the banner is completed, it said Kristi Konchak, a spokesperson for
will be sent to New York hospitals and to Hands on Orlando. ''Not everyone can
the families and friends of victims in New donate blood, but this is something everyYork.
one can do."
Hands on Orlando spent the week
"This gives people a place to talk
traveling to Orlando schools, malls and to about what happened and an outlet for
City Hall to fill the banner with poetry, art- their emotions. Many times emotions do
work and messages of sympathy and come out on paper," she
encouragement from the community. Last said.
Thursday, UCF students and faculty decoHands on ·Orlando is
Students sign
rated over 100 feet of banner in four giving the Orlando comthe
banner that
hours.
munity an opportunity to
traveled
Students sprawled themselves over submit electronic mesthrough
the, floor of the Student Union signing sages which will also be
their sentiments to the banner with magic displayed on the unity Orlando. Hands
on Orlando
markers.
banner. Messages may
Freshman Yeatie Morgan wrote: "It be submitted through will be sending
amazes me, there seems to be 'such unity· their web site at handsonthe banner to
here. I'm not from this country, but for the america.com.
New York.
first time I realize I am part of the United
"We think it's amazStates. I think America will get through ing that we can get a
this."
whole
community
She said, "I just read a quote from together to sign an 1100Martin Luther King. 'Do not hate, it's too foot
JOE KALEITA I
banner,"
said
. CFF
big a burden to bare.' I know there has to Konchak.
KRISTA ZILIZI
STAFF WRITER

Muslims feel impact of events

6reek Pride

ZEBRA SIDDIQU

lmmeaKlfely following the
news of Sept. 11 's disaster,
the Sigma Alpha Epsdon
fraternity painted the Ron
which resides in front of
their house in red, white
and blue (top). Sororities
hung sheet banners with
patriotic messages all
along Greek Row
(bottom).
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With the recent calamity, which has
struck the United States, Americans are left
in the state of sadness, confusion and
anger. For some, the targets of this ·anger
are the Arab Americans and Muslims
around the United States.
There have been numerous reports of
threats, harassment and attacks on both
these groups. For instance, the Council on
. American-Islamic Relations (CAJR) says
anti-Muslim attacks have included vandalism and shootings at American Islamic
centers, threats against Muslim institutions
and attacks on individuals who are identifiably Muslim.
In news conferences on Sept 13,
President Bush and Attorney General John
Ashcroft condemned attacks on American
Muslims and Arab-Americans. Attorney
·General John Ashcroft said, "Since
Tuesday the Justice Department has
received reports of violence and threats of
violence against Arab-Americans and
other Americans of Middle Eastern and
South Asian descents. We must not
descend to the level of those who perpetrated Tuesday's violence by targeting individuals based on their race, religion or
national origin. Such reports of violence
and threats are in direct opposition to the

very principles and laws of the United
States and will not be tolerated."
President Hitt expressed his concerns
for the safety of all Muslims on campus.
"Our first thoughts after seeing the
terrorist attacks were for the safety of our
international and Muslim students. We
immediately moved to establish the
Barbara Ymg Center as a safe haven for
international and Muslim students. We also
alerted police to our concerns for the protection of all students, especially our international and Muslim students," said Hitt.
"Everyone seems to be acting normal
towards me, but I know that some of my
friends have been harassed," said Imaney
Siddiqui, a Muslim student on campus.
The main concern is for Muslim students who are easily identified as Muslims.
Ambereen Shaikh, a Muslim woman who
wears proper Islamic khimar (head Scarf)
said, "I have gotten comments from people
saying "go back to your country" but I
don't take them personally. This is all new
and people are confused. If people make
miniature comments we should bypass
them because the wound is still fresh."
Stephanie Arsht, a graduate assistant
for Volunteer UCF, gives her input about
the situation of Muslims being harassed or
attacked across the country. "It's gut
wrenching, we need to communicate that
we need to stay and back each other.
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Hitt, Pena speak_ to students
FROM PAGE
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Student organization
coordinates meeting
CASEY MCCORKLE

ed Pledge of Allegiance. After a short
prayer remembering those affected by
Tuesday's tragic events, students and
faculty in attendance were asked to
recall grieving families and loved ones
of those lost in the attack.
President Hitt
spoke
of
the
resilience of our
nation, as well as
the
University
while condemning
violence among our
fellow American
citizens.
"Listen
and talk to one
another as a community," said Hitt.
"Treat
others
respectfully, added Hitt. "We are all
children of God."
Pena also spoke of UCF as a community. "I am proud of our nation and
I am proud of UCF as a microcosm of
our nation." Pena ended by saying
"God Bless America."
Few were left unmoved when The
Gospel and Multicultural Choir sang
the emotional "Let There Be Peace:"
With a solo performance of ·"The Star
Spangled Banner" and a brief closing
prayer, students and faculty were left
observe several minutes of silencemourning the loss of the victims.

STAFF WRITER

BRIAN LINDEN

I CFF

Acrowd of students and faculty listen solemnly in the Student Union on Friday
Sept. 14 as President Hitt speaks in a special noon prayer gathering.

In response to the
tragic events on Sept.
11, the model United
Nations student organization for UCF will
sponsor a town meeting
Sept. 20.
Students
are
encoura_ged to attend
with questions as well
as their own thoughts
and opinions. Professors
' from the political science and criminal justice programs will be on
hand to address student
questions or concerns.
In addition, students
will be asked to share
theii feelings about the
recent World Trade
Center and Pentagon
attacks. Shortly following, there will be a vigil,
a period for students to
grieve and reflect. ·
"Every student and
organization is welcome," said club member Shawn Rahmani.
"This is the first opportunity for many students

to discuss
their
Thursday,
feelings
Sept. 20
in
an
openTime:
mic sit7 p.m.
uation."
"But
for
location:
those
HPA 119
who
just
want to remember the
victims, this will also be
a time of remembrance," he said.
The UNA-UCF is
hosting this meeting in
hope of uniting the UCF
community after the
horrific devastation of
Tuesday's attacks.
"We felt it was necessary for ~tudents to
express their thoughts
and feelings openly, but
also have an opportunity to ask questions,"
said Rahmani. "The
UNA-UCF stands for
peace . .In a time such as
this, our nation as we~l
as our individual communities need to pull
together."

Date:
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Students had family and friends involved
FROM PAGE

A-1

you did not lose someone you knew directly,
you know someone who did," said civil
engineering major David MacNevin, "God
only knows what the future hdlds for this
great country. America has come through so
much. Each person needs to consider what
'role they are now called to play, including
the students at UCF."
Many on campus, after learning of the
news, burst into tears, and made frantic
phone calls.
"I was in the bookstore when I heard the
news. Since my sister lives in Downtown
D.C., and my father works in Manhattan, I
was very worried. I tried to call them from
my cell phone, however I wasn't able to get
a hold of them until later. Luckily, they were
both shaken, but physically fine," said
Marcelo Almeida, a business major.
, They are also many students, faculty
and
on campus who have had to wait,
who have just found out or still do not know
the exact location and conditions of loved
ones. Maria Rankin, the shift manager of the
Wendy's Restaurant in _the Student Union,
had such an instance.
"I had family members involved. I have
a relative who is a fireman in New York; and
he was missing until 11 :30am on
Wednesday. Also, one of my cousins was
working in building two, but was able to get
out before the second plane hit," she said.
Jenifer Montgomery, an advertising and
public relations major, had a similar scare.
"My sister's best friend Amanda was scheduled to work as a flight attendant on United
Airlines flight 93. She was called at her hotel
Tuesday morning, and told not to report to
work. Amanda was listed in the newspaper
and online, as one of the original dead, but
by some twist of fate she is still alive. My

staff

sister was so upset until she heard from
Amanda on Tuesday night. It was a very
stressful day."
Some students still have not heard from
family.
"My uncle is a security guard for the
World Trade Center," said Rejinald Woods. Hill, Musical Theater major. "We don't
know if he's safe or not, since my family has
not heard from him or his wife. But, as a
family, we have a great faith in God and his
wisdom and we know that everything will be
all right. My hope !s that he was not at that
building that day. Please pray for my family
and other victims."
Others have been impacted, in different
ways.
"One of my close friends was on the
Norfolk ship coming home, and it got rerouted and sent over to help the situation in
Washington. This whole situation has
changed how I feel about security and I will
have. a hard time resting until justice is
served," said Nichlaus Dorey, nursing major.
Some students are concerned about servicemen and women who may be called to
action as a result of the terrorist activity.
"I am a prior service student, and I have
friends who are still in the Army," said
Melissa Young, Army ROTC. "I am saddened that there is a chance that they may be
sent to war, but I do know that they are ready
to do whatever it takes to make this nation
safe for us all. We must be sensitive to this
situation and each other, because it has
effected us all and will continue to for some
time."
Located thousands of miles away, it
may seem that there is little that can be done
to help. However, the entire population of
the campus is attempting to do whatever
they can to support rescue efforts. As people
walk into the John T. Washington Center, a
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Students ·stand in the Student Union, watching events unfold on the big screen television that
was set up after Tuesday's national disaster.
chalk message reads, "Donate to the
American National Red Cross for the
September 11th fund. Masses of people have
also lined up to don.ate blood and give the
gift of life. Signs entering the University that
once advertised for rush week now say,
"donate blood".
"In order to cooperate in the disaster I
donated blood. It is important that people,
especially young people, do the same. There
are thousands of people in need of blood and
help, so let's help. God Bless America," said
Miguel Mosowers, an economics major.
Jodi Andrews, biology major and an
associate at the Home Depot on Alafaya
Trail, close to the school, saw firsthand the
flood of patriotism taking place.

"I was working on Wednesday, and students from the university kept coming
through my line, purchasing flags. It was
amazing; we sold out of all American flags
in stock. But, it wasn't just us, all stores in
the area, became vacant of the flag," slte
said.
On Thursday afternoon, students gathered in ·the Student Union to help send a gift
of hope to victims in New York City. A volunteer organization, called "Hands on
Orlando", had set up banner paper to have
students sign.
Prayer and candlelight vigils, counseling sessions and countless other activities
have also taken place on campus since the
tragedy took place.
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Marking the end of terrorism
ANDRE ROMERO
STAFF WRITER

Everyone will forever remember
where he or she was when word of the
terrorist attacks reached them. I was in
my office trying to decide what to include
on next week's company newsletter,
which now, seems so insignificant. A secretary had knocked on my door and told
me to come see what was going on. On
my way to the conference room, I caught
a glimpse of the live video coverage of
the towers on NBC. I remember seeing
this large cloud of what appeared to be
smoke coming from one of the buildings.
At first, we all thought a fire had broken
out. Afterwards, when the camera
zoomed out, we thought they had
switched cameras because all we saw was
one tower, and the other one must have
been hidden behind it.
Then the announcer, Tom Brokaw I
think it was, said that the South Tower of
the World Trade Center had collapsed.
The room was silent.

Now, a few days later, a piece of me founded, numb, frozen and at a loss for
is still standing in that conference room words. I'm supposed to take a stand on
hoping that they had switched cameras. this issue. But then I think to myself: I
At some moments my mind will wander can write of sorrow, but what would my
off and I forget all that has happened, and words mean to those who lost loved
that everything is okay. In my office and ones on Tuesday?
I bury myself in work, I isolate myself
I can write about fear, but I can't
from the newspaper, radio, television and possibly capture how the survivors
Internet coverage. I tend to do that some- mus.t have felt on their frantic escape. I
times, as this is not my first experience can conjure up feelings of anger, but it
has been expressed by the ,men on the
with tragedy.
My father was in Kuwait when fourth plane who had heard of what hapSaddam Hussein attacked, though he pened in New York and decided to fight
eventually managed to drive out of the back and stop the hijackers. There's hero- ·
country. I was in Manila, when a terrorist ism, but that is exemplified by the firecell trained by Bin Laden bombed sever- fighters and policemen who lost so many
al malls that I frequently went to. And one colleagues when the buildings fell, yet
of my uncles was .on a hijacked plane two continue to search for survivors.
I can however write about pity. But
years ago, which luckily was an unsuccessful attempt. But nothing can prepare this is not pity for the victims, their families and the country. I have pity for those
me, or anybody for what happened.
My generation is supposed to be . who orchestrated and carried out these
desensitized to violence, but the images horrendous acts. I pity them for thinking
seem worse than any movie, book or tele- they could achieved their goals through
. vision show. I know this is supposed to be such cowardly acts. I pity them for thinkan opinion paper. But I am just dumb- ing they can defeat this country, and the

world for
that matter, through fear and terror. But I
pity them, above all because they celebrate this moment as a victory. Because,
if there is one thing good that has come
out of all of this, it is the unity and
resolve of the U.S., and practically the
entire world. It is the determination to
finally rid the world of these rogues. Sept.
11, 2001 will mark the beginning of the
end of terrorism.

Theface of21st century American History
RYAN KRAUSMANN
STAFF WRITER

On Sept. 11, my thoughts returned
me to Mr. Kramer's 11th-grade history
class. We would ask, apathetically, if
dates were going to be on the test. "There
is only one date that I want you to know
and that is Dec. 7, 1941," he said. "It is
an important date to know as an
American." I didn't understand what
knowing a date and being an American
had to do with each other.
I wondered on Sept. 11 what Mr.

..
Kramer would be telling his classes. How classmates. How could this happen? How
could an American history teacher focus deep does this cut go? Where do we go
on history on a day when the worst attack from here?
on American borders was being reportI too had my own personal worries
ed? Our perceptive of history changes on Sept. 11. My uncle was in Canada and
when something this tragic hits our the border was closed. My uncle's
national psyche. The entire face of boyfriend, a doctor with a private pracAmerican history was changed on Sept. tice in Manhattan, was called to work the
11. For the first time in decades, emergency room . at St. Vincent's
Americans had an uncertainty about their Hospital.
·
future.
My best friend's father is a pilot for
Nothing will be the same again. The American Airlines. He frequently fl!es
uncertainty of the future lies in the the Boston-Los Angeles route. He, how-stream of questions asked by my UCF ,ever, was not working on Sept. 11.

Missing Miami
I feel like a foreigner. People
STAFF WRITER
only speak English in Orlando. I
turned on the. evening news and I
Change can be scary and heard nothing of multiple homiuncomfortable. All I have is the cides, a police officer shot in the
comfort of knowing that I am at line of duty or a report on drug
the University of Central Florida and refugee smugglings. All I hear
about was shark attacks.
for one reason: to succeed.
However, it has been three
Never have I seen so many
weeks and I am still confused as trees and I just recently found out
to how I feel. I enjoy my new life that I have a Miami accent. I had
in college and the independence, no knowledge of any accent.
but I left my home in Miami and Confederate flags decorate the
brought the strength, pride and the · porches of homes, T-shirts and
bumper stickers, which raises
mentality, if you will.
ERIC ARGUELLES
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some questions. Is Miami really
considered a part of the South,
and is this South still -dreading
their defeat in the Civil War?
Whatever the case is, I will
just get used to it.
The peace and tranqui~ty in
Orlando is somewhat enlightening. The eJement I left behind in
my neighborhood in Miami will at
times put ones mind in a cage like
being bad is the key to live good.
I made it. Or at least I am one
step closer to success. What I left
behind instilled in me a do not
talk, just observe attitude.
However, I am not hostile, which
many perceive me to be just
because I do not smile much.
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It is hard to find anyone in the state
of Florida who doesn't have a connection; a friend, colleague or family member, with someone in Lower Manhattan.
Many New Yorkers retire or transfer to
Florida to raise their family or start anew:
Many young Floridians move to New
York to seek real world experience and
opportunities.
If I saw Mr. Kramer, my former high
school teacher, today I would tell him
that like Dec. 7, 1941, I will neyer forget
the date of Sept. 11, 2001 and how much
the tragedy hurts me as an American.

People approach me with a
timid tone in their questions. Is
Miami crazy? Can you teach me
Spanish? Were you at the Elian
Gonzalez thing? Have you seen
Luke, Trick Daddy and JT
Money? And finally, have you
ever been shot? These are the
most popular que1itions and they
are quite intriguing.
The funny thing is that the
curiosity does not just come from
Orlando, but kids from all over
the country. I never knew Miami
was that renowned and on the tip
of the tongue of so many individuals. However, there is no other
place like Miami.
If you want flavor, you will

PuBusltn. ...........................Heissam Jebailey
P&ooocnoN MANAGER...............Brian linden
Nns Eorro• ............................Becki Panoff
Am'. Nl!Ws/OPINlON EDm>ll.•.••.Amy Edwards
· SPom EDrroR ......... ,............David Marsters

find it all in Miami. I miss, the
diversity, each Latin American
country's flag represented in
Little Havana, the Haitians in
Little Haiti, the Bahamians in
Coconut Grove, the Jews in
Miami Beach, and the old
Colombian man who played
drums in front of his house two
blocks away from my home. I
even miss the Palestinian man
who bragged about th~ bullet
wound on his right shoulder from
a robbery and worked the corner
store.
I cannot complain. I am
enjoying my college experience
so_far. The only thing Miami is
missing is a UCF.
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Opinions in the Central Florida Future
are those or the individual columnist
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PBaro EDll'OR ............................. Joe Kaleita
ONLINE lolrol...........................Adam Shiver

and are not neces.wily those of the
University Administralion or Board or
Regents. Mailed letters must be typed
and include the authors signature and
phone number. Letters to the editor
are subject to editing for space and
grammar and become property of the
newspaper. The Central Florida Future
is a free campus newspaper published
every Wednesday. Knight Publishing,
Inc. is not associated with the
University of Central Florida.
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Fight for your
right to hot tub

CORRECTION AND RETRACTION
u•

• A-lS

The correct operating hours for the student health resource center are
Monday - Friday 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. and Saturday 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Student Leaders Wanted!
Global perspective, Open-minded, Friendly, Diplomatic

CASEY MCCORKLE
STAFF WRJTER

Do you like International Travel?
Languages? Other Cultures? Ethnic Foods?

You know, for all the useless tirings I have learned in college,
one of the far more interesting has got to be the hot tub rule.
Alth.ough unofficial, somewhat mystifying and seemingly ·taken
straight from a classic Seinfeld episode, the rule of hot tubbing does
exist.
I stumbled across this foreign and bizarre idea several months
ago, very much on accident, and with most of the credit to my exroommate Barbara, a self-proclaimed guru of hot tubs. But wait, lets
back up, does anyone else even realize that there is an unofficial hot
tub rules system in effect? Or, was I the only one left in the dark
about this one?
The primary and main thesis for my argument: we all love our
hot tubs, we love being in our hot tubs alone. And we all know that
securing a secluded section of a hot tub can be at times rather difficult and frustrating. The fact is that past the hour of 10 p.m., if s~me
one isn't already securing plans for their nightly seduction scene,
they soon will be. Truth: there are no virgin hot tubs. And you all
know this, experience or not.
But how annoying is this? After a long, exhausting day, you
want to take a nice, warm, okay and probably priva!e dip in your
community hot tub, a hot tub that is rightfully yours due to those high
monthly rent checks you dish out every month. Key word being
community - rightfully yours .to share.
So it becomes a race to the hot tub.
Who knows what you all are into, but I can safely say that I am
not at all down with interrupting intimate, passionate, steamy hot tub
moments. If I know someone is making .sweet love down by the hot
tub, it's doubtful I'll be busting on in and asking for my own private
invitation, thanks so much.
But then Barbara let me in on the secret, the universal law of the
hot.tubs. And it goes as follows:
The persons currently enjoying the pleasures of the hot tub have
an obligation to leave as new hot tubbers arrive. When new hot tubbers approach and quietly motion their intent to enter the hot tub,
some sort of natural instinct kicks in and the previous hot tubbers are
forced to vacate the hot tub. Why? Well this is the unspoken law of
hot tubs. See people are uncomfortable sharing such a small space
with other people. If you stake your claim to that hot tub, and signal
"Hey, I'm gonna be here for awhile," people can no longer enjoy the
benefits of a secluded hot tub, so they momentarily depart for the
pool, or retreat altogether.
Barbara says it is all centered on the principle that no one else
wants to hear what people are saying to each other in a hot tub. This
is obviously not binding in court, and of course there are exceptions
to every rul~. So while some hot tubbers may not be versed on this
code of ethics, it is our job to spread the rule of hot tubs. I invite you
to test our theory. The powers of a hot tub are very impressive.

Interested in International Business?
International Law? Communications?
then .•••.

-Lead Conversation Hour
? Facilitate small group discussion
with international students
~ Volunteer 1 hour each week for the semester
~ Wednesdays or Thursdays 12- l or 1- 2
•Learn about other countries & cultures
•Try new ethnic foods at picnic
•Add an international element to your resume

Sign up for Conversation Hour

407 .823.5515
Orientation Thursday August 30'h- 12-1 :00
Center for Multi-Lingual Multi-Cultural Studies

- p:c. #547 (Next to water tower & Creative School)

Defining a mother's merit
KRISTA ZILIZI
STAFF WRITER

.

~

/

The idea today is rather out-dated, but there used to exist a time
when mothers remained at home with their children until the day they
grew up. Mothers had the time and freedom to cater to all their children's needs and delllUlds, without the distracting forces that divert the
attention of mothers· today; educational opportunities, career goals or
personal dreams. Those were the days when society reasoned, that a
mother who stayed at home with her children would be better for it,
because that's what made good children grow up to be good adults.
Of course a good share of thieves, murderers, rapists and con
artists also grew up in homes with their stay-at-home mothers. Wonder
what went wrong there.
When I was growing up, my mother spent half of my childhood
as a working mom, and the other half as a stay-at-home mom. I lived
a perfectly satisfying childhood in both circumstances. Neglect, confusion or sadness marred none of my childhood years. When my mother worked, baby sitters or relatives cared for me. And her work never
kept her from tending to my important needs: attending school events,
preparing dinner every evening and helping me with my schoolwork.
When she had the privilege of staying at home full time, I felt equally
loved and cared for, and received the same amount of attention. The
only difference was she finally had time for herself.
While stay-at-home moms today are uncommon, it's not like
mothers have suddenly beeome unfeeling or are less devoted to their
children. Daycare programs are not dumping grounds for children who

.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
AChristian view on gay adoptions

Prayers
~e.

Muslim Students' .\\\\\tiled bt~ of precious life, which Islam holds
Association at UCF, as the ~·
~ as sacred. We pray for the thou~ sands of innocent victims, for
voice of the Muslim students,
their families, for law enforcefaculty and staff on campus, "i
· · · ~ ment and emergency workers,
categorically
condemns ~~
71
Tuesday's hijacking and tie,.1y •\\~ for
stranded
travelers, and for all whose confiattacks against the World Trade
Center, the Pentagon and all dence and security have been shaken.
other targets. From coast to coast and We pray that God's infinite mercy
all U.S. campuses, we join our reaches us all.
fellow students, faculty and staff across
ethnic, cultural and religious
-MUSLIM STUDENTS'
lines in mourning the devastating loss
ASSOCIATION AT UCF

3

After browsing the articles of the
Sept. 12 edition of the Future, I came
across this article sharing one individual's thoughts concerning the rights of
homosexual couples to adopt and to
marry in the U.S. As a Christian of nine
years, and one who has put- much thought
into the ethics of homosexual adoptions,
I was somewhat concerned by the things
I read. The article targeted so-called
"homophobes" as those who were impeding the rights of homosexual couples on
the basis of fear and ignorance. I feel this
statement was somewhat over generalized, and in itself made in ignorance of
the various thoughts and convictions that
people have pertaining to the subject of
homosexual rights.
....
First and foremost, I think it is
important that the writer understand the
differences within the attitudes of those
in opposition to homosexual adoptions.
While I recognize that there are many in
this society that are driven by hate and.
fear, there are perhaps many more that
simply hold to different moral standards,
and oppose such actions on the basis of
spiritual conviction or personal favor. I
myself hold to the biblical perspective,
which teaches that homosexuality is a
perversion of God's design for us, not
unlike alcoholism or drug abuse. And just
as many people grow up with inborn
inclinations toward one or more of these
lifestyles, to say that they are "born this
way" and therefore justified in their
actions is misleading.
We live in a world today where the
traditional family unit of one mother and
one father living in a marriage ·relationship is becoming almost counter-culture.
What worries me is not that government

.f

An issue of right and wrong?
I noticed the article in the Future
about how the ACLU supports children keeping abortions secret. I generally agree with the article, however I
did have some coinments.
Amy Edwards said, "It's not even
an issue of pro-life or pro-choice."
Perhaps not, but it is an issue of what
is right and what is wrong. The main
root of the problem is that they should
not need an abortion in the first place.
Sex belongs in marriage. It is generally understood that the consequences of
doing something wrong usually leads
to suffering. In this case, the suffering
is having to now support a child, risk
upsetting ones parents, or risk a
botched abortion done in secret.
Letting them have safe abortions is not
the cure to the pi:oblem; it is only a
work-around for a larger problem.

On gay adoptions

gays wanting to adopt children. Have
we really lost so ·many morals that we
could condone that? It is not natural
for someone to be gay. It is perverse,
and the child deserves parents that will
try to raise them in a way that is right.
What kind of values would a child
learn from ·gay.parents except that it is
ok to be gay? There is a very basic difference between what is wrong and
what is right. In this case, I fully support the court's decision, even if it
leaves loopholes allowing single parents to adopt. At least it is not morally
wrong for a parent to be single. The
article said, "Homosexuality has been
around since before Christ and will
continue for the rest of eternity." What
does that mean? Cain murdered Abel
back when Adam and Eve were alive.
It does not mean that murder is ok, and
just because homosexuality was
around before Christ does not mean
that it is ok either.

There was a separate article written by Adam Shiver that had to do with

~

-DAVID MARTIN

officials are having difficulty accepting
these new types of families as a legitimate family unit, but rather that this culture, in fea~ of being labeled closedminded, will accept new breeds of "family" without taking into proper consideration the consequences that will follow.
In light of Tuesday's tragedy, I recognized that America suffers from somewhat of an identity c!isis. When disaster
strikes, it is not up.common for the
nation's leaders to turn to God in prayer
and to seek Him for guidance. However,
when the nation is thriving, the God of
the Bible becomes an unwelcome guest.
Christian teachings are seen as intolerant,
fanatical and as you mentioned, hateful.
As stated by the international evangelist,
Billy Graham, America has adopted a
new definition of tolerance. "The traditional (Webster) definition of tolerance is
to recognize others respects, beliefs and
practices without sharing them."
The new tolerance is "positive tolerance: every single person's values,
beliefs, lifestyles and claims to truth are
equal." From these two definitions, one is
evolving: "to embrace that which we
know is wrong."
As a nation founded on such
Christian doctrine as previously ment.ioned, America needs to preserve, if not
willing to directly support, those beliefs
that are held by modern-day Christians.
Furthermore, those who decide to speak
<;mt against such ideas as those held by
Christians need to be respectful of the
convictions we hold, and restrain any
careless labeling of opposing beliefs as
hateful or fearfuL

-PATRICK CAMPBELL
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Canon ZR20 or
ZR25 MC Camcorder

Handspring Visor
Edge Handheld

Buy more. Save more.

•

Save even mo~ when you also buy these great products:
Canon ZR20 or ZR25 MC Camcorder, HP 315 Digital Camera, Handspring Visor Edge
Handheld, and Rio 600/32MB MP3 Player. For each product you buy, you'll receive
a $100 instant rebate.
Take advantage of special student pricing. You can even get an Apple
Instant Loan for Education. Buy and save online at the Apple Store for Education:
www.apple.com/education/store, call 800-780-5009, or visit the UCF Computer Store
in the Student Union.

Buy any Mac and receive a free Lexmark color printer*
(tax and other charges not included).
Now's the time to buy your Mac. They're fast, easy to use, and
loaded with features. Express yourself by cr~ting your own
iMovies. Use iTunes to rip MP3s from your favorite CDs, or
burn custom CDs. Enhance your work with productivity
and graphics software. And share files with anyone.
The benefits add up-just like the savings.

Offer good between July 18, 2001, and October ·14, 2001.
•Store ptJrthase rt11uiredarul ~subject tosales w. Offer based on $69instant rebotea'nd $69 ~uf:iaurer'sSuggesr<d Retail Price lor the Lexmarfc W Colorjelprinter. Offer also good <llW2l1l $69 Instant rebate for 1139 MSRP oo the Lexmark z;3 Color Jeqllinter:

.

C2/XJ/ Applef.ompulet; inc. }Ji rlgbtsre9'n!Cd. Apple, tbeApple/CfiO, AppleSlore, Mac. and"Thinkdifferent"arelTrldemarltsofApp/ef.ompuler, Inc., registered in tbe U.S. andolbercmmJrles. IJfooleisatrademartofApp/ef.ompuler, inc. Otbercom{lllnyandprodua names men#onetl herein maybe
IT<ldemarflsoftbeirr$fivewmpanles.17imes /"""""1far1f!{J'l,Ofiuctlof~lllOll!rials.orm4ltrlaistbeUR!Tiskgal/)lpemil1ld,10rrproi1Ja.
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Student supports Reno for governor
MATTHEW COBBS
STAFF WRITER

It was recently announced that former
Attorney General Janet Reno is running for
governor of Florida. As always, when it
comes near election time, ,people have their
opinions regarding politics. Being a resident
of Florida just makes this process twice as
complicated after what happened in last
year's election. In this case, when people
step into the ballot box to cast their votes for
governor, Janet Reno would be a fine selection.
While serving as attorney general, Reno
said, "I will work to end racial, ethnic and
gender discrimination and disharmony in
America by enforcing the laws to ensure
equal opportunity for all Americans."
Florida is one of the most diversely
populated state~ in the country and it would
certainly be beneficial to have a governor
who supports equal rights and opportunities.
_ Reno grew-up in Florida and attended
Cornell University as an undergraduate,
then went to Harvard. She wa~ one of only

I

16 women to graduate in
Bill Clinton said Reno has "demonstratclass of 500 at Harvard's
ed throughout her career a commitment to
law school. Obviously,
principles that I want to see enshrined in the
she is well educated and
Justice Department - that no one is above
could
push
Florida
the law." Clearly, Reno has the experience
through tough times and
and knowledge to be governor.
She persevered through both the Waco
decisions. It was in Dade
County that Reno estaband Elian decisions with grit and America's
lished herself as an attorbest interest in mind. Many people will take
n€.y. She eventually went Reno
comfort knowing she has been faced with
on from there to become
tough decisions and she has the ability to get
the nation's 78th attorney general.
through them.
During her eight years as attorney genReno has said that her main goals in
eral, Reno witnessed the decline of crime · becoming governor of Florida would be
and drug-use rates in America. While she building and maintaining the best educationwas not directly -responsible- for this,"'" she- - al system-in the-nation, preserving~ the enviproved that she could oversee the criminal ronment and _standing-up for elders. These
justice system fairly and efficiently. It was a are all important and worthwhile goals for
role that required swift decision making that someone to strive for.
could easily affect millions of people everyIn providing this brief but distinguished
day.
background of Janet Reno, I only hop~ that
This is essentially what she would be people won't necessarily vote against Jeb
doing as Florida governor. Residents would Bush for what he has or hasn't done but
depend on her experience with the law and mainly vote for Reno because she is a qualgovernment to make decisions on our ified, honest, hard working candidate who
behalf
can make things happen.

we•ve got the real facts
about - colleg~ health
1.ssues like sex,
alcohol, body image,
steroids, . etc. , etc.,
etc. For more info,
us a call or st.o p in.
I

I

.

407-823-5457
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Daycare doesn't
ruin childhood
FROM PAGE

A-15

have inattentive mothers, as they
are often perceived. They are
merely an alternative to ensure
children are cared for and super·vised when their own mothers
cannot be there. Likewise, daycare programs do not rob children
of a happy childhood. Personally,
I never remember thinking that
daycare somehow ruined my
childhood.
Today it isn't feasible, practical or even fair toforcem<Jthers to
spend all their time at home for
the sake of rearing good children.
Economic circumstances will
force mothers into an occupation.
Career goals make women more
well rounded, confident and energetic individuals, qualities that
certainly any mother would want
her own children to have.
Moreover, if every person is
granted the privilege of pursuing
personal happiness, why should
mothers, of all people, be limited
by sacrificing their personal
'
dreams?
There are as many good
mothers today as there ever were.
Mothers don't prove to be good or
capable guardians siinply because
they sacrifice their careers or
dreams to stay at home full-time.
Their value lies in the morals and
principles they instill within their
children, the love and affection
they provide them with, and the
examples they set for their children to follow. These are also the
ideas that turn children into functional adults.
As a young woman, I intend
to pursue my career goals and
personal dreams even after I have
children. I plan to maintain a normal lifestyle that allows me to
challenge and enjoy myself, outside of my home and children. I
hope that a societal stigma won't
rate my value as a mother according to the number of hours I spend
in my home or the amount of ·
career goals and dreams I sacrifice. If a mother's worth is determined by these factors, then how
is a father's worth determined?

Wondering what it
would be like to have
your own column?
The Future is looking
for a new columnist and
we want you to
join our staff .
If interested,
please email
opinions@ucffuture.com
for more information.
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Place your ad today! 407-365-7656 (classi.fieds@UCFfuture.com)
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CLASSIFICATIONS
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent

services

On Campus
Travel
Miscellaneous
Personals

HELP WANTED
PHOTOGRAPHER WANTED
Ptr employment available. Paid training,
must have a reliable car and a suit. Contact
Bob Knight Photo at 800-628-4509.
Promotions
21+ Yrs. old, Flexible Hrs.
Nights & Weekends, $10.50 hr.
Great experience
Fun Atmosphere
Drug Testing, 877-346-1480
BASSIST WANTED
for established power/metal
band. Influences include: Tool,
Godsmack, Pantera, lncubiis.
Call Dave@ 407-977-5846.
Get paid for your activism on campus! The
United States Student Association is hiring a
campus organizer to work on studentllabor
campaigns and electoral reform campaigns at
the University of Central Florida. Part-tim,e,
good pay. If you are interested call Jessica
Angus at 1-877-877-2669 or email at
od@usstudents.org
YARD WORKER NEEDED: Downtown
Orlando private residence: weeding, trimming, clipping. 20 hours per month. $10 per
hour. Some experience. 407-898-8082
Looking to earn money for your organization
or yGurself? Try Fund-U, a no-cost fundraising program that's easy and reliable. Call
1-866-48-FUND-U or visit www.fund-u.com
Worldwise phone card sales,
delivery by email. No connect
surcharges: 3.9 cpm USA etc.
Free web site for students. www.mvpwebring.com
Help spread the word!
Exciting new wireless data technology!
$9.50/hr & Flexible Schedules. All you need
is an enthusiastic voice, TeleSolutions can
teach you the rest! For phone interview
please call 407-581-3777.
Part-time Stable Assistant needed - in
exchange for Riding call 407-365-9866.
Valet Parking - Positions starting at $9-$12/hr
are available for friendly, outgoing, ~motivated
people. Full/Part-time, AM/PM positions
available at upscale hotels in the Downtown
Orlando and Disney World areas. Please call
(407) 841-7275 Mon-Fri, 9 am - 5 pm or
leave a voice mail message.

Telephone Hours

How to Place an Ad

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 365-7656
By Fax: (407) 977-0019
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com
·By Mail: send copy along with check
In Person: (434 & Mitchell Hammock)

'Address
120 Alexandria Blvd., Suite 17
Oviedo, FL 32765

Exciting opportunity promoting food products. Work with Radio Disney, Publix, WinnDixie and other large supermarkets. Great fun
for outgoing persons. Earn while you learn.
Part-time/full time & Management pos. avail.
Call after 2 pm M-F 305-895-8791 or
1-800-NEW-BAGEL

Make $3,000 + By Christmas.
6 fun sales positions open at Altamonte
Mall and Fashion Square. Average $722/hr. Call 407-897-1146.
Newday wants you to Rock us into Heaven.
Looking for those with the following talent
guitar, bass, drums and b-vocals. No religion
necessary. Call Ricky @ 407-277-3344.
Visit: www.newdayonline.com
Fun Promotional Work!
Part-time/Weekends
Seeking outgoing individuals to help us
educate consumers and retailers while promoting a new, fun product in local stores 4 12+ hrs/week. Interact with consumers to
in1roduce and demonstrate the benefits/features of our new product. Candidates must
have interact access, reliable transportation and be able to work weekends.
_Openings available in Orlando, Pon Orange,
Orange City, Kissimmee and the surrounding
areas. Paid training provided. Call
1-800-655-3044 (x 583), M-F, 9-5. EOE.

407-365-7656
classifieds@IJCFfuture.com

Payment Me~

One Issue:
One Month:
One Semester:
Bolding:
Large Headline: (9pt)

Cash, Check,
Major Credit Card

How to Wtjte a Good Classified Ad
1. Start your ad with the merchandise you are selJing. Starfu:ig with the
merchandise makes it easier for the reader to locate yoor item fo{
sak
·
2. Always include the price of the item(s) you are selling. 52 pet-0ent of
classified readers do notrespqnd to ads that do not mclude a pricp,
.~;,

Aerobic kickboxing instructor needed. No
teaching exp. necessary. Will train. Exciting
atmosphere and working cond. Up to $15 ·to
$20 an hour. Skills and good attitude a mast.
Call Sifu at 407-895-0603 or 407-234-6271.
Babysitter needed afternoons in the
Tuscawilla area for 3 school-aged children. 5
days and/or 3 days 3:30 pm - 5:30 pm Wednesdays 2:30 pm - 5:30 pm. Must have
own car. Please call 407-366-1539 after 6 pm.

FOR SALE
Bed, orthopedic firm mattress sets with 5
year warranty. Brand new- Twin $75, Full
$95, Queen $115, King $165. Can deliver
407-354-0069.

1996 Chevy S-10 King Cab
5 speed, cold air, 63 k Iriiles, bedliner, only
$5,500. (407) 366-8611.
.
Potter's Wheel for Sale
Brent Style B .
Very Good Condition
6 Northstl!f bats included
$500 407-857-1517.
Living room for furniture for sale. Perfect
for college apartment. Matching denim in
color: Oversized couch, oversized chair and
ottoman. $175.00 for 3 piece set. Call
407-540-9121 .

1987 Acura, Integra
4 dr, auto, cold air, 120k miles, $2,800, obo:
Call (407) 366-8611 or (407) 592-7992.
Vacuams, blenders, toaster ovens, cordless
phones, irons, Air conditioners, microwaves,
stereo systems, headphones, furniture, car
audio, DVD players. GREAT deals on surplus
electronics. Call Brian 407:234-6366 for
directions to our warehouse.
Futon, black iroh frame with 8' pad Never
used $195 (407) 354-0069.
Computer - Den: 733 MHz Pm, 56K
modem, Ethernet card, mouse, keyboard,
speakers, 8X4X32 CD-RW, 128 MB, 14.2
GB, 18" monitor, Window Professional,
$600, 1-800-498-9566 PIN 10254

FoRRENT

3. Keep abbreviations to a minimu;m. Make it easy for readers to
understand.
4. Place yourself in thqeader's position. Ask what yqu would like to
know about the merchandise for sale. Ineiude information .such as
b~d n~es~, colqi: ~d other specific descriprio~s. ,,,

New 3 bedroom home on Lake/Gated
community 6 min. from UCF
campus/$475.00/month includes' util/
non-smoking/no pets/
sec. system/furn/pool/tennis courts
941-461~5101
407-482-3202.
Two rooms for rent M/F in 3 bedroom house.
2 bath. IO minutes to UCF, includes all
utilities $395.00/montb. $300.00 deposit.
Please call Louis at 407-381-2808 and
leave a message.
Winter Park Roommate Wanted., Large
furnished bedroom, washer/dryer, kitchen,
utilities included. Quiet atmosphere. 15
minute drive to UCF. $425/month. Call
321-279-3862.

Student and group discounts!!
"Florida Skydiving Center
1-800-FREEFALL

Let us help you plan your ;ext outing Horseback Riding, River Rides, Hay Rides,
Bonfue Rides, Trail Rides - call
407-365-9866 for more information.

(

HEALTH and WELLNESS PRODUCTS for:
Weight Loss, PMS, Energy, Stress, Sleep,
Nutrition and Mental Focus
Business Opportunities also available. Call
Jen or Joe: 407-320-8033.
IS CHEMISTRY DRIVING YOU
CRAZY? Is it all Greek to you? Thinking of
changing your major? Need a tutor? Call
Virginia at 407-366-6079. Located in Oviedo
- 15 years Experience - Reasonable Rates Flexible Hours - Computer Access.
E-mail TheChemTutor@aol.com
AMAZING ENERGY. Want to have amazing energy for work or school? Even healing
other friends or perhaps defend yourself with
your energy? Lellm direct with the international master of the art. 1 week free. Call
(407) 895-0603 or (407) 234-6271.
Drowning in debt? We'B help you stop
collection calls, avoid .bankruptcy, lower debt
interest rates and consolidate debt into one
payment. For free counseling call
Consumer Debt Counselors at
407-599-0057 ext. 203

'

BEAUTIFUL BODY, DYNAMIC MIND.
Our new Better Fitness Kickboxing program
will get you in shape and teach you much
more than just cardio kickboxing with a
whole new exciting approach. 1week free.
Call Sifu (407) 895-0603 '<>r (407) 234-6271.

ON CAJWPUS
UCF-CRU
Campus Crusade for Christ
Weekly meetings every Thursday night
7:30 pm in the Pegasus Ball Room
Student Union
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student Union
(GLBSU)
Meets ~esdays, 8:00 pm in Student Union
Join us!
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ucfglbsu/
UCF-OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS
MEETING - Every Monday Night 5:15 pm.
in the Cedar Key, Room 223 Student Union.
For Compulsive Overeating, Anorexia, llnd
Bulemia. www.overeatersaoonymous.org
or 1-800-522-2692

MISC.
Egg Donors Needed
Up to $10,000 Compensation
Attractive, Healthy, Responsible
Women ages 19-30
Red/Blonde/Brunette Hair *
Blue/Green/Hazel Eyes
Asiac/Indian/European
Musically/Artistically Gifted
(800) 563-0098 or LovingDonations.com

TRAVEL

JAPAN!

IACE TRAVEL
TEL.407-351-9999
Email : floridaopc@eartblink.net

Chinese language tutor wanted. Private
Speech lessons for professional immediate
need. 4/5 hours weekly. Premium$$. 321436-3470.

(Charges listed above include an ad
of up to five lines, 30 characters per
line. $1 each additional line).

SKYDIVING SKYDIVING SKYDIVING

SUPER AIRFARE/TRY US

SERVICES

$6 per ad
$5 per ad
$4 per ad
75¢ extra
75¢ extra

~.1

Room for Rent
$10 PER HOUR + Guaranteed

Deadline
Noon on Friday prior to publication

PERSONALS
Male 23/self-employed tall, dark and handsome seeking smart, pretty, independent
woman for fun times. Call Sam at
407-227-3055 Leave your problems at home.

f!f Lectur~s

..

i!fTerm Paper

I!(Job ,

..

Lea11e 'em
all behind
and get

•,

(

:=

·~

iilt1TRAVELI

,.

Student Union 407 .541.2000
Bored?
Lonely?
Need a date?
Place your ad
•
1n
our new
PERSONALS
section!

407-365-7656
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DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

NC4A should have

cancelled games

Sports on
hold
Most UCF, national sporting events cancelled
in wake of terrorist attacks on United States
KRISTY SHONKA AND
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITERS

Television sets across the
world tuned into one event last
week, and it had nothing to do
with sports. In a society often
obsessed with sports, athletic
events were the last thing on
people's minds iri the wake of
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks on
the United States.
After hijacked planes
crashed into the World Trade
Center in New York City and
the Pentagon in Washington,
D.C., the sports world had a
decision to make: to play or

not to play. At UCF, the deci- ·
sion was not to play. Safety
concerns ·-and respect for . the
victims were the main reasons
for the cancellations.
The UCF athletics department cancelled or rescheduled
most Golden Knight- athletic
events almost immediately.
The volleyball team was
scheduled to fly to a . tournament at the University of
Wisconsin last weekend, so
that trip was cancelled, as was
the cross country team's flight
to Penn State University for
the Spiked Shoe Invitational.
Subsequently, both of those
events were cancelled and not

.\'\\thed j)'~

rescheduled.
The Golden Knight
soccer teams didn't
have to travel as far,
~
~
so the men's Sept.
•
12 game at Florida
•
Tech has been .~
'-"'
rescheduled for
Oct. · 5 and the
~
,,..,..
women's Sept. 14
~
'-~
game at Florida
Atlantic will be played .
\\~
Sept. 17.
I \'1
UCF's Saturday football ·
home
opener
against Thursday morning. After a
Louisiana Lafayette required telephone conversation with
the most deliberation, as the the Louisiana-Lafayette athleiannouncement of postponePLEASE SEE UCF ON B-2
ment did not come until

~·

~

-=

-@

'fJIJ1i

rllJV \

(\.,

Offensive Tulane needs defense to play better
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

Defense wins ballgames.
It's the age-old football
adage. And at Tulane this season,
they're learning it the hard way.
Three losses by a combined score
of 169-76 have put a damper on
the Green Wave's chances of
putting together a fourth winning
season in the past five years.
As Tulane continues to try
and build its program into a winner, they have to do so this season
with 12 starters missing from last
year. That team rode the back of
the nation's third-ranked passing
·attack to a respectable 6-5 record
within a Conference USA that featured five bowl teams: East
Carolina.
TCU,
Louisville,
Cincinnati, and Southern Miss.
Chris Scelfo is in the begin-

ning of his third full year as head
coach of Tulane. He took over for
Tommy Bowden at end of the
1998 season. An offensive coach
by trade, he has stayed true to
form in his first ever head-coaching stop. He's employed a no-huddle offense that usually features
four-receiver sets. In the past two
years, his team has done a number
on the school record books and
opposing defenses, averaging
over 27 points per game and ranking in the Top 10 in offense
nationally.
The keys to this high-powered attack lie in the hands of
senior
quarterback
Patrick
Ramsey. Ramsey, a strong dropback passer at 6'3" 234, has
already set more than 20 school
records in two years as a starter.
PLEASE SEE

QB ON B-4

CFF FILE PHOTO

Sophomore running back Mewelde
Moore is a threat both running the
ball and catching passes out of the
backfield.

CFF Fn.E PHOTO

Senior wide receiver Terrell Harris
· is Tulane's top deep threat, with
19 catches for 260 yards last
season.

This one was a no-brainer.
A three-foot put, a foul shot, an
extra point, a penalty kick - an easy
decision.
·
After terrorists attacked the
World Trade Center and the
Pentagon last Tuesday, common
sense said the week's college sporting events should have immediately
been cancelled. Americans were
worried about matters of life a,nd
death, not football; they wanted to
cheer for rescue workers, not ath- ·
letes.
Yet it was a move the National
Collegiate Athletic Association, the
governing body of college sports,
would never make. Instead of taking
a stand on the issue, the NCAA
hemmed and hawed and left the decisions up to individual schools and
conferences.
Almost every other sports govemirig body cancelled its events for
the week. Major League Baseball
decided not to play any games scheduled for Tuesday through Sunday.
The NH., cancelled its entire weekend slate of games. The PGA postponed the Ryder Cup, an event not
even scheduled for last weekend,
until next year. These were strong
displays of support for the victims of
the attacks; statements that sports
were unimportant in the face of a
brutal act of war.
Why couldn't the NCAA have
done the same thing?
To their credit, most schools
cancelled or postponed all of their
athletic events for the week, including UCF. Athletics Director Steve
Sloan, along with all of the Golden
Knight coaching staffs, should be
commended for deferring to what
has become one of the most horrible
tragedies the United States has ever
seen. UCF had to cancel events that
would have made the school a considerable amount of money, especially Saturday's football home opener
against
Louisiana-Lafayette.
Forgoing this revenue took great
courage on the part of the school's
decision makers; courage the NCAA
didn't have.
Fortunately, the NCAA underestimated the American public. Sports
fans all across the country have
emphatically supported the decisions
to cancel games. Americans watched
news broadcasts last weekend with
the same intensity they usually watch
football with, and didn't complain.
Not many fans put sports above
tragedy on their priority lists.
It's too bad the NCAA didn't
feel the same way.
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UCF vs. Louisiana-Lafayette rescheduled for Nov. 24 ·
FROM PAGE

B-1

ics director, UCF AD Steve Sloan decided
to cancel the game and reschedule it for
Nov. 24, a date that both schools previously had open.
"We originally wanted to play the
game, because of what President Bush
said about returning to our normal lives,"
Sloan said. "But as we looked at the circumstances, we finally decided the best
thing would be not to play. It really was a
heartfelt decision."
UCF Coach Mike Kruczek thought
rescheduling the game was the right move.
"It was a tough decision but I thought
it was the right decision for a number of
reasons,'' Kruczek said. "You get bombarded by the tragedy and horror and the
grief that America is facing, and it doesn't
make any sense to attempt to play a game
and entertain people when in fact you're
not going to achieve your objective of providing entertainment. The players' interests wouldn't be in game, nor would the
people in the stands."
According to Sloan, potentially bad
weather as a result of Tropical Storm
Gabrielle was a secondary reason for postponing the game.
While the members of the volleyball,
football and women's soccer teams were
not directly affected by the terrorist

Amanda Cromwell, head coach of the
attacks, two members of the volleyball
team have brothers in the U.S. · military women's soccer team, agreed that practice
was an escape. She said that she cancelled
reserves who could be activated.
The cross country team's volunteer Tuesday's practice and at practice on
coach is also in the reserves and has Wednesday she talked about the attacks
already be~n activated. He also has an with the team.
"We actually had a really fun practice
uncle who worked in one of the World
Trade Center towers and has not been (Wednesciay)," Cromwell said. "I told
heard from·yet.
them not to feel bad for having fun, this
"The people who have gotten to know was their release and the time to get away
coach Clark this semester are worried and from the stress and the mourning."
Cromwell said that while this is a
concerned about him and his family,''
cross country coach Marcia Mansur- time of remembrance, she is looking forWentworth said.
ward to playing.
"I think by stepping on the field you
Mansur-Wentworth said that she has
been reminding her runners how fortunate can honor (the victims) in different ways,"
they are and that missing a meet almost she said. "You can have a moment of
seems trivial. Meg Colado, head coach of silence before the game and obviously the
the volleyball team, said that at the begin- national anthem is going to take a whole
ning of each practice she talks about the different meaning. It's giving me the chills
right now thinking about the moment
tragedy with her team.
"The morale is OK," Colado said. "I · when we first hear it. As an athlete myself,
think we know that what we can do is there's nothing more I'd like to do then
donate blood and pray. That's about all we step out on the field and play in someone's
can do right now. We're just taking it day memory."
Colado had a slightly different reacby day."
The day after the attacks, the volley- . tion to resuming play so soon. She said
ball team practiced for an hour then donat- she was glad that the professional sports
wen~ cancelled this weekend because it is
ed blood as a team.
Colado said that the practices are an a time of mourning.
"I think for us, right now, it's a good
outlet for the team. They give the players
a chance to get away from the television thing that .we have practice," Colado said.
"But I don't think we could play in a
and escape reality for a little while.

match this weekend."
Colado, Cromwell and MansurWentworth all said that while their first
trips on planes will probably be a little
frightening for their teams, safety should
not be a concern. The three coaches said
that in light of the new security measures
they will have to get to the airport two to
three hours early and travel lighter.
Colado said patience is the key.
"I think some things will change, but
I think that we are going to be incredibly
patient with the airport people and do
whatever they say," Colado said. "We'll
try to make it as smooth as possible
because we know that it's in our best interest."
Mansur-Wentworth thinks flying will
be safe.
"I think security's going to be fine,"
Mansur-Wentworth said. "We're just
going to make the travel arrangements so
we get to the airport early. We're going to
be prepared to go through the security
screening like everybody else. I think the
athletes are OK. They realize that these
were the acts of terrorists and these are not
things that make flying unsafe."
Cromwell felt that from now on, college sports travel will change.
"I don't think they're going to be
scared as much as it'.s just going to be a lot
different,'' Cromwell said.
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Men's Soccer Notebook
Golden Knight and is already emerging
as one of the team's leaders.
"Daniel. .. needs to , score a lot of
goals for. us to be successful," said
Coach Bob Winch.
Berhane hails from
Stockholm,
Sweden, where he
was a member of
the
Swedish
National
Youth
Team from 199497. During that
time, he played 27
games and scored
17 goals.
Tragedies cause
postponement of
match
against
Florida Tech
As a result of last
week's
terrorist ·
-BOBWINGt
attacks
on
the
HEAD SOCCER COACH
United States, the

TOM ALEXANDER
STAFF WRITER

Daniel Berhane named ASun Offensive Player of the
Week
UCF sophomore
forward
Daniel
Berhane has been
named the A-Sun
Offensive Player of the
Week. Berhane has
four goals on the season, two of which were
game winners, and one
assist" on 22 shots for a
total of nine points this
season. Berhane, a
transfer from HarrisStowe State College
(along with midfielder
Zegai Habtom), is in
his first year as a

·o-niel ...
needs to
score a
lot of goals
for us to be
su.ccessful.

men's soccer match against Florida
Tech, scheduled to be played in
Melbourne on Sept.12, has been
rescheduled for Oct. 5 at 7 p.m.

Men's Soccer Ranked No. 10 in
South Region
The National Soccer Coaches
Association of America has announced
that the UCF Men's Soccer team is the
10th-ranked team in the South Region,
tied with Duke. The top-10 teams in the
South are:
T-1. UAB and North Carolina
3. Furman
4. South Carolina
5. South Florida
6. Wake Forest
7. Clemson
8. Georgia State
9. Davidson
T-10. UCF and Duke

•>

UCF Men win Puma Invitational •
Christian Spong scored in the 24th
minute to put UCF over Oral Roberts
University 1-0 to win the Puma
Invitational Tournament hosted by
Stetson University in DeLand on Sept.
9. Golden Knight goalkeeper Juuso
Heikurainen was credited with the
shutout. Spong's goal, the first of his
career, was scorecj. from a sharp angle to
·the right of the net at the 23 :04 mark.
Heikurainen had two saves that led to
his second shutout of the year, while
Oral Roberts keeper Hector Zapata had
12 saves. UCF outshot Oral Roberts 2610, and Chris Beaulac, Tobias
Kronberger, and Jaime Planells were
named to the All-Tournament team.
With the win, UCF improved to 4-0-0
on the year. The Golden Knights' next
match is Sept. 19 at home against
Jacksonville.
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GRAND OPENING SPECIAL Bring Us Any Written Estimate and We'll Save You Money! : •
HYPNOSIS FOR
RLL YOUR NEEDS
Hypnosis sessions available
on convenient, cost effectjve ·
audio cassettes, in areas of
most concern to students and
young professionals. These are
only a few sessions we offer.
Stop smoking, weight loss,
stress reduction and memory
improvement.

FOR MORE INFO. CRLL

1-423-526-3696
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Cross countrv
Notebook
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

Terrorism and bad weather halt cross country
The UCF men's and women"'s cross country teams were supposed to travel to State College, Pa., last weekend, but safety concerns kept them in Orlando.
Following the terrorist attacks on the United States, Coach
Marcia Mansur-Wentworth decided to cancel her team's plans to go
to Pennsylvania. The Golden Knights were supposed to run in the
Penn State Spiked Shoe Invitational. After UCF made the decision to
withdraw, the meet was cancelled.
Rollins College .had a meet scheduled for Friday night so
Mansur-Wentworth decided to stay close to home and race there.
''We had planned to race and we had worked our training plan
with a race this weekend," Mansur-Wentworth said. "For the people
who are ready and were looking forward to racing I think it's important that we stay on the schedule. We're close to home and but we
can still stay with our goals."
The Rollins race was cancelled, however, most likely due to
Tropical Storm Gabrielle.

Dillman back on track

•No microwaves, only Fresh (oo~ked Food!! ,

• Call Ahead to order take out!! .
,,

.• Official viewing spot for UCF 'FOOTBALL!!
Phone

.

~

~~ Grul> & ll~ · ~~
"'#'~

attht. ·---'"-~~

1I1Y of ~'1'~

282-1900 · Fax 282-1905 • In the UCF Student Union

.

Sophomore Sara Dillman returned to racing this season after redshirting last year. Winner of the Top Atlantic-Sun Freshman honor in
1999, Dillman sat out last season after having surgery on both of her
knees to correct a patella tracking problem.
Dillman placed 17th at the UCF Invitational on Sept. 7, with a
time of 19:24.5.
"It's wonderful to see her back racing at the level she was before
she had the surgery," Mansur-Wentworth said. "Mainly I'm pleased
she's feeling good while she's racing and training. She hasn't to make
any alterations to her fall training so far, so I think that's an excellent
indication.''

Shedden named A-Sun Runner of the Week

I llVE A

ABOUT

UCF
·I/JC£
·•

Following a second place finish at the UCF Invitational, UCF
cross country senior Sonja Shedden became the first A-Sun Runner of
the Week for the 2001 season. ·
Shedden was just 11 seconds behind the University of Florida's
Erin Mertin with a time of 17:56.9. Both Shedden and Mertin were
under the course record time of 17:59.
Last year, Shedden was the first UCF athlete to make an NCAA
championship final. Mansur-Wentworth said the conference competition is stronger this year with the addition of Belmont.
"A young woman from Georgia State is running really well and a
young woman from Belmont was right in front of Sonja last year at th~
NCAA Regional," Mansur-Wentworth said. "'I think it will be a threeway battle between those three women for the conference athlete of the
year and first place. Sonja's goal is to do that and then go on and qualify again for the NCAA Championship and finish in a very respectable
position."

UCF Invitational a positive sign
Mansur- Wentworth liked what she saw at the UCF Invitational on
Sept. 7. The women's cross country team finished second, while the
men finished fifth.
The women had four top-25 finishers and the men had two. While
Shedden finished second and Dillman finished 17th, senior Shar .
Lammers ended in 21st and freshman Amy Giles was 22nd place.
Sophomore Danny Cook was the top finisher for the men in 21st place
and freshman Brian Sharbono was 24th.
Mansur-Wentworth said Lammets was only two seconds off her
best time at the first race of the season, which means she will only get
better. She also said that GeAna Rivera ran strong.
She said that the overall fitness level was good for early in the season.

Men hampered by youth
The UCF men's cross country team is comprised of two juniors,
one sophomore and five :freshman. The lone senior, Sean McCabe has
been redshirted this season.
McCabe was All-Conference in 1999 and holds the school record
for the 10,000-meter race.
''We have a very young team," Mansur-Wentworth said. "So we
looked for the future of the program and we decided we would hold
Sean out this year and have a better, stronger team next year."

·Log on to www.ucffuture.com for
Volleyball and Women's Soccer notebooks.
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QB Ramsey leads high-powered Tulane passing attack
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Throwing for 2,833 yards and 24 touchdowns last season, he anchored the thirdbest passing attack in the nation. This year,
he has already put up 817 yards and 7
touchdowns. He's backed up by sophomore
J.P. Losman, who has impressive mobility, a
strong arm, and a great showing under his
belt in his lone start against East Carolina
last season. While subbing for an injured
Ramsey, he completed 20 of 35 passes for
299 yards and two touchdowns.
But Ramsey will have to find some new
favorite targets this year. Last season's two
leading receivers, Adrian Burnette and
Kerwin Cook, took their 20 combined
touchdowns to the NFL in 2001. The onus
now falls on the group's lone returning
starter, Terrell Hayes. The senior speed
receiver caught 64 passes for 694 yards last
season and already has 19 catches for 260
yards this year. After an impressive spring,
the team hoped sophomore Roydell
Williams could be a major producer. A tall
receiver with great athleticism, he's come
through with 17 catches for 240 yards and a
team-leading four touchdowns. Senior
Zander Robinson gives them another option,
having caught three touchdowns last year
and another one this year.
The other major offensive weapon is at
running back, where Mewelde Moore provides balance to the unit. As a freshman,
Moore ran for 890 yards despite suffering a
sprained ankle during season. This year he
looks to become the second player to ever
run for 1,000 yards in team history. And

while he's on his way to that mark with 333
yards this season, he has also proven to be a
valuable asset in the passing game. He's
already caught 19 passes and more touchdowns (3) then he's ran for (1). Such aversatile back in a passing offense is a huge
asset.
At offensive line, depth could be a concern. Only two starters return: seniors Corey
Sewell and Torie Taulli at right tackle and
center, respectively. Both had stellar 2000
campaigns, giving up only two sacks
between them. Senior Chrys Bullock started
the final four games at right guard last year,
and steps into the left tackle spot vacated by·
current Chicago Bear Bernard Robertson.
Another senior, Charles Caldwell, joins
them at right guard, and sophomore
Brendon Drysdale will play left guard. The
health of this frontline is very important, as
mostly freshmen and sophomores compromise the second unit. Clearly excellent pass
protectors, this group has allowed only two
sacks thus far this season.
Yet as successful as the Green Wave's
offense has been the past few years, the
defense has been an entirely different story.
With very little experience last season, this
unit gave up 434 total yar~s and 31.5 points
per game. Another year older, the coaching
staff hoped these numbers would improve.
Clearly that hasn't happened~ with Tulane
giving up an astounding average of 589
yards and 56.3 points p~r game.
Three starters, all juniors, return to the
frontline. Floyd Dorsey, the teams leading
sacker (5), starts at one defensive end along
with Kenan Blackmon. Roxie Shelvin is the

.

CFF FILE PHOTO

Tulane quarterba'k Patri'k Ramsey threw for
2,833 yards last season and is a 'andidate for
this year's Johnny Unitas Golden Arm award.
other returner at defensive tackle. He'll start
next to sophomore Lonnie Crayton. So far in
2001, they've done little to pressure the
quarterback or stop the run. They've produced only one sack and given up 988 rushing yards.
The linebacking corps took a huge hit,
returning no starters from last season. In particular, they lost the teams leading tackler,
Jerry Phillips, to the NFL. Furthermore,
Oklahoma transfer Nie.Jc Simpson, expected
to be the middle linebacker, blew out his
right ACL and is expected to miss most of
the season. Sophomore Daniel Nevil takes

his spot, with senior David Dorsey and
freshmen Brandon Spincer at his sides.
The defensive backfield lost Sammy
Knight at strong safety. Junior Terry
Fontenot, who in sharing time with Knight
last season made 40 tackles and forced a pair
of fumbles, takes over the spot. At the other
safety position, last year's starter Quentin
Brown returns but will split time with
Adrian Mitchell. Mitchell had a breakout
year in 2000, recording 89 tackles and two
interceptions. Sophomore Lynaris Elpheage
returns at one comerback position and will
be joined by junior Jeff Sanchez.
Punter Casey Rouse! gives Tulane a
. solid weapqn on special teams. Last season
he kicked for a booming average of 44.2
yards and saw less than half his kicks
returned. This season he's averaged 47.5
yards. Junior Seth Marler handles the placekicking after a solid 2000 that saw him connect on 16 of 21 field goals. He's been tested little this season, though he has hit a field
goal of 53 yards. Junior Brant Hocke has
done a solid job returning kickoffs, for an
average of 19.6 yards, but punt returns have
been terrible. Though they've only had
three, they've been for -3 yards. Elpheage
has handled all of them.
Though they play a tough schedule
within Conference USA, certainly Tulane's
dynamic offense will win them some games
before it is all said and done. But if they are
to build upon their success of the last few
years, the defense will have to tighten up
considerably. Until that happens, they'll
adhere to the flip side of the old adage.
Defense loses ballgames.

•

Tailgating supplies,
spirit merchandise,
t-shirt~, footballs,
decals, and more!
"'

Find your UCF memorabilia
at the UCF Bookstore.

LJCF

Bookstore
Your On-can1pus Store

UCF Bookstore
4000 Central Florida Blvd.
Orlando, Florida 32816
(407) 823-2665 Fax (407) 823-6282
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First week of Intramural Sports is underway
JEFF DOLNAC
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

·'

presen t.ed by

.~
RISTORANTE

&

PIZZERIA

407-282-4000
Across from UCF - Open 11 am-4am
(11am-2am Sun-Wed) FREE DELIVERY!

this week's top match up.
Sigma Phi Epsilon took a 12-0 lead
into halftime, and their defense was
solid, intercepting three passes.
Lambda Chi Alpha was ,a ble to
avoid the shutout, scoring in the
final minute of the game .•. Pefe:qse
,was th,e theII}.e in thei= Monday
Recreatiqnal League, as fiv~
teams were shutout in Week
1..
Delta Theta, 0-6 a year ago,
stunned Alpha Tau Omega 25-7 in
their opener...

Other scores

llSPOBTS

the Best of .ALLI

I

.

.Phi

'Brown and ~te could only
muster a safety;; in their first game,
falling 20-2 to Fruit Cocktail...ln
the Wednesday
Recreational
League, The Braves blanked
Apollo Polk 32-0 and the Shiznits
rolled over the Shockers 21,-0... All
games · scheduled on Tue~day,
Septl 1 were canceled. In th~ open-

ing ,..night
of-:r basketball, BC:M: 4 ~ 3, losing 21-18, and the Night
:edged «BCM ', 3, 4q-45 in over- B~llers fell to tl;te ,BCM women 36time ...Defending3-on-3 Basketball , 22 ...For the seeond straight week,
Champions Triple Threat won their the Golf Scramble at the
.;.:i.

i,:.;

opening 5:-on-5 game, beating CSA
49-36 ... The _Women Free Agent
teams suffered a dismal first night
of play. as all three, went down iQ
defeat. The Fighten Tigers · got
nipped 35'-33 t~ Imagine, the Hot
Tai.nales were outlasted by Insanity

Wedgefield Golf & Country Club,
was postponed due to bad weather.
It is rescheduled for Friday,
September 21st. Teams can now
call the IM Hotline @ 823-0999 for
daily updates on the playing status
of Intramural games.

PORK

BUSTER
DEAL
One JUMBO Pork Sandwich
with one of our home cookin' style side items
• Potato salad
• Brunswick stew
• Baked beans
• Coleslaw
•·collard Greens
• Corn ·
• Smoked potatoes
• ·Sweet potatoes
• Chicken Caesar Salad
and a Large Soft Drink or Iced Tea

Located exactly 5 miles from the campus
in the Uni-Gold Shopping Center
next to Tijauna Flats

Conway's BBQ Express
7622 University Blvd. • Winter Park, FL 32792
Phone:

401.618.5594

Marines

The Few. The Proud.

MARlNE OFFICER

Visit Captain Jackson Reese or GySgt Jomes Coleman
on 25 September 2001 of the Fall Career Fair
10:00 am - 3:00 pm or call toll free 1/866/290-2680.

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Adroit
5 Nina's sister ship
1 In that case
14 A Great Lake
15
we all?
16 Used to be
17 Belle's place to
shine
18 Photo essays
20 Wight or Skye
21 Put to
22 Brazilian
musician Sergio
23 Examines
25 More indicator,
briefly
27 _ Plaines, IL
28 German
mercenary
31 Wild guess.
34 Read spy
reports
37 Important times
39 Coach
Parseghian
40 Notable
42 North Star
44 Moonshine
container
45 Foray
47 Slugger Mickey
48 Quickly, please!
50 Shadowing
52 Squealer
54 Health resort
55 Diagram of bars
59 Sharp ridges
62 Stretch the truth
64 French thought
65 Army units
67 Distinctive flair
68 Comic Johnson
69 Summits
70 Rani's wrap
71 Tarot tJser
72 Rib
73 Flooring piece

o

1
2

3
4

5
6

8118/01

© 2001

Tribune Media Services, Inc
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7 Cravat

8 Blasting letters
9 Molecule
element

1O Twists together
11 Early advantage

12 _Stanley

Gardner
13 Highland loch
19 Checkers side
24 Passover feast
26 Cavil
29 French
legislature
30 Ruth's motherin-law
32 Seed cover
33 Foundation
34
vu
DOWN
35 Big birds Down
Accounting entry
Under
Oblit erate
36 Tobacco
Pervades
product
Fund-raising
38 Street talk
event _
41 Toledo aunts
Daddy
43 Most irate
Garden blooms
46 Grad's proof

Please see
answers on
page A-18
49 Little feet

58 Skater Sonja

sound?
_
51 Singers Frankie
- and Cleo
53 Drink for two
56 Dwight's rival
57 Bead up

59 Arab garments
60 Uncommon
61 Thin strip
63 In _ (existing) :
Lat.
66 Frozen expanse

· Spend an evening with
Jerry Garcia _Bill Cr stal,l l,
Jnnmy Carter an more.
Journey Productions, in partnership with musician
I

Edwin Mc~ain, would like to announce the Do Your
Thing Tour. A night of comedy, music and storytelling about one man's journey to make a film while
meeting some of the most amazing people in the
world. This entertaining performance won
Campus Activities Magazine's Best Act of 2000
award. Come see filmmaker Eric Saperston,
musician Spencer Rush, and comedian
Owen Smith.

Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom
Show starts at 7:30 pm
www.doyourthingtour.com

JPaJ![P,!JJ
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Reeves talks about Hardball and next Matrix chapters
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him is fruitless: "I don't remember that, he says flatly, "but I'm
not disputing your memory.
Nor does he remember much
about the two days he spent in
Detroit last year filming
Hardball, in which he plays a
ticket-scalper and sports bettor
who gets so deep into bookies
he has to take a job coaching a
Little League team in Chicago's
Cabrini
Green,
generally
regarded as the toughest housing project in the United States.
In the film, Reeves is seen
selling tickets outside a Bulls
game, which is apparently being played
at Cobo. When he takes his team for an
outing at Wrigley, the famous field is
played by Tiger Stadium, which is
spending its retirement as a movie
stand-in, having impersonated other
ballparks in For Love of the Game and
11

11

61*.
"When I'm working, I don't go out; I
usually just stay in my room
and prepare," says Reeves.
preparation
for
His
Hardball, which is to open
nationwide Friday, extended to
some research on his character's occupations.
"I had a friend who called a
friend who hooked me up with
this businessman who works
out of a bar, and I spent the
night with him and some of his

customers,
drinking and
listening to
some pretty
incredible
stories. And
me and John
Hawkes (who·
plays
his
scalping partner in the
film) spent a
night over at
Wrigley,
doing some
business ourselves, u
he
recalls.
"Oh, sure, I got busted (recognized),
but after we went through all the movie
stuff, then we'd haggle over the ticket ·
prices. I got some· people some pretty
good seats for a fair price. It was capitalism at work. People got seats;
Wrigley made money; I made money.
Like Wrigley, Cabrini Green had its
own stand-in in Hardball, a s~ller,
11

apparently safer project called Alma.
But Reeves said he took a walk one
night that unexpectedly led him to the
real Cabrini, where residents were
friendly enough to greet him with "Yo,
Bill and Ted," and "Yo, Eno."
The first refers to Bill and Ted's
Excellent Adventure, the film that made
him a star and established his persona as
dude. The latter refers to his character in
The Matrix, the film that made him an
epic action star.
The day after this interview,
Reeves was set to return to Australia,
where he had been since July, to resume
work in earnest on the two sequels to the
1999 surprise smash. The first of these,
filming under the title Matrix Reloaded,
will be released in 2002.
Reeves says the next two Matrix
chapters "are so beyond the first film it's
unbelievable." Without revealing anything about the plot,
he promises the films
will be deeper and
more elaborate in
every way, especially
in regard to story.
"They're just a lot
more layered.
"I never did
think of The Matrix as
an action film," says
Reeves. "To me it was
science-fiction
drama, and the special effects, as amazing as they were, are
only part of the story-

telling process. What the Wachowskis
(brothers Andy and Larry, who codirected and co-wrote) have done is synthesized everything that's going on emo-

tionally, technologically and philosophic.a lly in movies in ways that made
everything else look instantly old-fashioned. I mean, all you have to do is see
the movies that came out in the last year
to see the influence it had."
Reeves will be in Australia for
nine months making the
films, but he's not one of
those movie stars who
takes along a squad of
assistants or a posse of
pals for diversion. A guitar, some books and a
good job, he says, are
pretty much his only
Iequirements.
"Nine months isn't that
long when you have work
to do and you're focused
on it," says Reeves. "I
think I'll survive it."

osa.uc.,-.edu
Free Advance Screening

Free Speaker/Concert Series

'"'1""""W""m""'"'""I""'

.

,oume:Vn
· --~---q,;:· J~-

- AA

A film on Saperston's Journey
Wed, Sept. 26 @ 9pm
Cape Florida Ballroom, SU

Campus
Activities Board
Office of Student Activities

Free Theatre Knight

Free Movie

Wed, September 19th@
Theatre UCF
Stop by the CAB office for
Info & Tickets, SU 208

For more information on
our events contact the
Office of ·Student Activities
at (407) 823-6471

''.Clue"
And the Largest Interactive Board Game
Wed, Sept. 19th@ 8pm
Cape Florida Ballroom, Student Union
Contact VUCF @ the Office of Student Activities

!Yolunt~r~~EfY:PC_F)

or SU room 208

Printable event calendars
and information available
on the web!
osa. ucf. edu

Blood Drive

Beach Cleanup

Help the victims of New York & D.C.
September 19, 10am-5pm@ SU Patio

Saturday, Sept. 22nd
Canaveral North Shore

Kasa His anic Awareness Month ·
·"Serenade Under the Moon"
9/21, SU North Patio, 6:30-9:30 pm

Funded by the Activity and Service Fee as allocated
by the Student Government Association

Camous Actiuities

Unity, Liberty, Freedom

"Annual Dance Lessons"

Ad paid for by CAB Public Relations; Putting the activity in Campus Activities

•

9/27, SU Pegasus AB, 6-8pm

a TV set to watch"; "(u)p and down
all day (can) be a workout."
Actually, said colleagues, the job is
one of the hardest at the Dayton,
Tenn., plant because testers must
certify the comfort and balance of
up to 130 recliners a day (with 10 to
15 pieces not making the grade).

Lead Stories
In August, the Metropolitan
Transit board of Santa Cruz, Calif.,
had to resort to obtaining a judicial
order restricting the bus travel of one
of its own members, Bruce Gabriel,
because it feared he might continue
to assault its transit drivers and others
with his wheelchair. According to
court documents, Gabriel has deliberately hit two drivers, knocked over
a boy in a crosswalk, and verbally assaulted
passengers. Gabriel called the collisions
accidents and said he is merely an aggressive
advocate for peopfo with disabilities.
·In Halberstadt, Germany, in September,
an organist kicked off a performance of the
late, radical composer John Cage's "Organ
2/ASLSP" (an acronym somehow derived
from "as slow as possible"), which was written for 20 minutes, but thanks to technology
and imagination, will be performed over a
period lasting 639 years. The first six months
will be devoted to creating an organ's first
note. The purpose of the performance is to
contrast the piece with the frenzied pace of
modem society.
Georgia state Rep. Dorothy Pelote of
Savannah, addressing her chamber during
opening prayer ceremony on the day after
Labor Day, informed colleagues that she has
psychic powers and in fact managed to catch
a glimpse of Chandra Levy's dead body in a
ditch (but did not get a chance to speak with
her). House Speaker Tom Mui]Jhy diplomatically told reporters, after being asked for a
comment, that he really did not hear too well
what Rep. Pelote had said (even though he
was standing well within earshot).

No Longer Weird
Adding to the list of stories that were formerly weird but which now occur with such
frequency that they must be retired from circulation: (47) A husband's enthusiastically
taking his wife back into the marriage even
though she just tried to murder him, as David
Martin did in June after his wife, Tammie,
© 2001
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emptied a gun into

e

People With Issues
presen red by

fraud conviction. He
said he was a virgin
him and his father
until he started bing(Moulton,
Ala.)
(works also for ~·~ - - - - - - - - - - - - ing on the apparently
wives taking husS U R F' &
S K A T E magical bromocriptine, which caused
ACROSS FROM UCF!
bands back). And
(48) forcing young
him to act like a
miscreants to listen to less popular kinds of "cross between a deranged sex maniac and a
music as punishment for playing their rap or highly overexcited teen-ager."
Among the potential 21st-century foods
rock music too loud in public, as Cambridge,
Ohio, Judge John Nicholson sentenced Alan being developed for military use (according
Law to do in August (i.e., listen to polka).
to research led by Purdue University professor Michael Ladisch, released in June) is a
chocolate
bar with special nutrients to
The Entrepreneurial Spirit
change body temperature, which could not
Latest Cutting-Edge Products: Fox News
only make soldiers warmer in cold climates
reported in July that business was good for
but could also thus render soldiers "invisiHidden Vestments (Santa Monica, Calif.), a
ble" to an enemy's thermal-imaging equiplingerie shop with silk female-type undies
specially tailored for cross-dressing men's ment.

R un

bodies (e.g., lace-edged vest-and-boxer set,
$136). And, according to a June Denver Post
story, Buck Weimer (Pueblo, Colo.) sold his
entire first run of airtight briefs called UnderEase, which contains a charcoal filter lining
that effectively, he says, prevents flatulence
from escaping into the air. And the Potty
Putter (mentioned in Newsweek in May) is a
toy fabric golf green, cbmplete with hole,
flag, ball ·and putter, that men can put on the
floor and play with while sitting on a toilet.

Science Breakthroughs
In July, Richard Davis, 53, settled his
lawsuit with a London doctor and a pharmaceutical company over his claim that a prescription drug made him so sexually wild
that it led to his bankruptcy and a criminal

William Lyttle, 71, of North
London has been a compulsive digger for
years, said neighbors, according to an
August report in The Guardian. To satisfy
unarticulated inner needs, Lyttle has dug
extensively all over his multi-acre property,
once going about 50 feet straight down
before getting bored and cementing up the
hole. However, in his latest adventure, which
authorities said is probably the first time his
digging has gone past his property line, his
excavation caused the street in front of his
home to collapse. Lyttl@ lives in a 20-room
· home that would be worth about $1.5 million
if it were in good repair.

Update

The Philippine toxic garbage pile that ·
collapsed in July 2000, killing more than 200
professional scavengers, is still active in the
Patayas neighborhood of Manila, and more
The Weird Workplace
Police in Northumbria, England, agreed dangerous than ever, according to a July
in April to pay Detective Brian Baker the 2001 Associated Press dispatch. The governequivalent of "several" thousand dollars (he ment offered to relocate the scavengers, but
was asking for about $25,000) to compen- most stayed because of the pay (about $3
sate him for the snoring habit he picked up, (U.S.) a day). As the AP writer set the scene:
allegedly from too many years in the evi- "Hundreds_ of self-described scavengers,
dence room inhaling dust from seized mari- many with skin rashes and teeth nearly as
juana plants. His maladies, including a black as the toxic mud that caked their feet,
whistling in his nose, were said to have followed in a swirl of flies, mangy dogs,
diesel exhaust and flying cockroache~." "The
caused Baker marital disharmony.
children
who splash and play in the fetid
Tim Nelson, a La-Z-Boy recliner ~ester .
runoff
spread
skin fungi, tuberculosis, hook
profiled in a May Associated Press report,
worms,
and
stomach
viruses at an alarming
said the job of sitting down, kicking his feet
rate."
A
recent,
tough
clean-air act, banning
up, and rocking back and forth in the-eompaincineration,
has
increased
the <lump's volny's chairs all day is much lfarder than it
ume.
looks: "It's not like they give us popcorn and

Inc .. Handspring, Spr!n9board, VisorPilone, Visor and lhe Handspring logo are trademarks of Handspring. inc. MiniJarnTM MP3 player fmm :nn0Gca1, Inc. GPS ComparuonTM frorr' Magellan Corp.

better than using your hand.

Your hand is not a personal organizer.

Your hand is not a GPS.

Your hand is not a cell phone.

More than just a personal organizer - with optional Springboard modules,
you can turn Visor into a phone, an MP3 player or any number of handy devices.

..

Your hand is not an MP3 player.
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WGtczrforcl Lakes
"A Full Service Florist"
14 YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY

1345 Howell Branch Road
Winter Park, FL 32789
Phone 407-629-0050
Fax 407-629-0877
1-800-393-0051

10069 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817
Phone 407-679-5144
Fax 407-679-6787
1-800-827-1097

711 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
Phone 407-281-7666
Fax 407-281-8005
1-866-415-9554

We service to ALL parts of the
country! "Same Day Delivery"
Wire service or Delivery available
over phone with major Credit Card

Stop by, call, or visit us online! www.allinbloom.com

(wire and delivery service excludes discount)

withoui a face

Dave Matthews Band's Greatest Videos Now on DVD!
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Seeing throu.9b ang'l) teari1 .
Became a dingle voice again
Witb 11trength not iJeen in ~ea111
ForEvi[ wiU not ever11ee
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No matter what cata11tropbe
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i; America t1tanotJ uniteo
fl. TOOtl}J. Forevermore
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; ~.I wrote this poem to express what
·~ was feeling about the tragk events

µhat took place on September l l, 2001.
,. ~This poem may not speak to everyone,
t{jt may not even be very good, but I urge
'; ~everyone to do something, anything that
. ~ey feel can help themselves and others.
~t may be creating art, donating blood, or
~just a kind smile to a stranger. Writing this
~;.poem really helped me. and. hopefully. it
~will help others. We must never forget
: "what happened to the victims, their
~families, and all Americans on that
.'.awful day. We 1re all in this together.
~And together we will stand.
!Thank you.
-Steve McCain

.•

•

BORDERS
www.borders.com
www.davemattbewsband.com
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New York Style

Bad Ronald:

Hong Kong Buffet
ALL YOU CAN EAT

Just Hauing Some fun

•Sushi
•Snow Crab Legs
• Fresh Vegetables
• Cocktail Shrimp
•Prime Rib
•And much much more

RACHEL BRAVERMAN
STAFF WRITER

The three MCs and DJ that make up Bad
Ronald have quite a bit of controversy ahead
of them should they go mainstream. Their
debut and self-titled album Bad Ronald is not
shy about telling what they are about: drinking, smoking, women and parties. However, it
is questionable if they think of women as
women or just fun toys.
Bad Ronald Wa$ formed
with Doug Ray and his
childhood friend White
Owl. They later hooked up
with Kaz Gamble and finally took in NYU student DJ
Deetalx. With the group in
form, they found gigs at
clubs, bars and free-style
competitions
all
over
Manhattan.
It' & no surprise that
these fo\lt guys succeeded in the free-style
competitiohs in New York City. ~Their talent
for scheming and rhyming is comparable to
Eminem's. In the interlude "Delivery," the listener becomes part of a humorous prank call to
a Chinese restaurant where they free style a
very long and complicated order. What they
also have in common with Eminem .is a tendency to curse left and right and i:nake the listener squl.rm at some lyrics.

Where they lack in class and morals, they
gain in humor, tight deliveries and infectious
hooks and beats. In the ska sounding "Lost on
Tour" one can't help but Ia.ugh at the chorus:
"Now we be Jost on tour.. Searching for the
cure. Running from the law. Now we want
some more. 11 An.other humorous song is ''First
Time" with its retro-rock
sound~ which tells about
mishaps in certain situations.
The song to start the party "
is the firsnrack "Let's Begip.
(Shoot the ShTt)." It is basically the, · college party
anthem, calling out in house
party sty le to ;'Light the
weed. Tap the keg. Shoot ~e
sh*t. Now let's begin." "Hand
on the Wheel'' which reminisces back to "Easy Rioer0! .is
a song to
out to; on
to a party of
course.
Bad Ronald could be the offSpring between
Eminem and Afroman. With quick and humorous lyrics and catchy tunes 1 Bad Ronald will
be laughing all the way to '''Banlc;'' ,;Talk and
sh *t and crack jokes. I laugh all tbe way to the
bank, Ahahahaha." Bad Rohalq is four young
guys hiving fUJl and rapping al;>out wpat.they
love best, and that's nothing to laugh at.
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Located at Aloma Plaza
In the Old Walmart
10663 E. Colonial Dr.

(407) 482-0898

----------------------------

$3.95 lunch or $6.95 dinner buffet
with UCF ID.
Dine in only. Not valid with any other coupon:
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FOREST CRUMPLER

I

STAFF WRITER

This is a column dedicated to the local music
of Orlando and the surrounding areas. Its purpose is to give you, the readers, a peek into what
our town has to offer to the music buffet and to
give you a little information on the bands you can
see in our own little corner of the world. Along
with my opinion of them, I will also try to give a
little information about their sound and their performance so that even if I don't like them, you
might get an idea of whether or not you will.

·-s

(.)

could see a market for Blue Meridian to fit into
well, so if you are interested in hearing them, I
would do so presently Prices might rise from the
$3 I paid to see them if success is in their future.

The Amy Steinberg Band

The second act of the "Orlando Rocks" presentation was the Amy Steinberg Band, whom I
had heard oruy on a CD that a friend had suggested to me. This band is fronted ·by, yep you
guessed it, a woman named Amy Steinberg. Her
image is that of Janis Joplin with a sound that
Blue Meridian
I was able to catch Blue Meridian once before resembles Ani Difranco singing Alanis
when they opened for the Wallflowers at Hard Morissette songs. It actually sounds really good
Rock Live and was happy to see them on the bill recorded and has a good texture live as well.
for the "Orlando Rocks" event last Wednesday There is an accompanying band backing her up,
night at the House of Blues. They played the first and when they work together it sounds very good,
set in the local band event that night and were but the problem is that the band is pushed to the
probably the biggest draw of the evening. When I rear so that Amy can do her thing. A friend who
first heard the band, I thought they sounded a lit- was with me said that she used to give a really
tle bit like Live, and it wasn't just because they passionate performance and that, in her opinion,
also have a cue-balled frontman. This time, while she had lost the feel for her music. I don't know
I still got mostly the same vibe, I also heard some- whether that is true or not, this being my first
thing that mixed a little bit of Creed with just a introduction to her live show, but I did notice her
touch of Radiohead flair. Now, I don't want it to rushing through many of the songs I had come to
look like these guys are carbon copies of other like on the album. I also had a problem with .the
bands out there, but their sound is definitely many peace, love and happiness themes of songs
encased in an existing genre. One problem I had that I am told are from her first CD. I don't dig
with the band was that I felt there was a lack of that kind of lyrical saccharine, and it seemed very
energetic crowd interaction. The lead singer did pervasive in Wednesday night's show. I heard
talk between songs, but it was mostly cryptic ban- rumors that the band part of the Amy Steinberg
ter that I rarely understood. Perhaps it was com- band were going to be dropped from the ensemble
prised of inside Blue Meridian fan jokes or maybe leaving only Amy and her keyboards on the main
it was just the ravings of a mind that composes stage. I believe that will lead to less rocking out
songs based on Nostrodomus predictions. Either and more flower power and subsequently, the end
way it was difficult to get hold of mentally. Other of my Steinberg viewings. I hope that this doesn't
than that, they had a pretty good sound, were easy happen as I could see this band doing well togethto listen to and also have a good sized following. er if they could cooperate. I don't want to disIn between the songs, in a moment of near clari- courage anyone from going to see the band or the
ty, I heard the singer mention that they had recent- . solo act because the quality of music had real
ly been signed to a label; I know not which. I potential.
1
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Veggie Sub

American Coldcuts
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Egg Salad

Bologna & Cheese
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10042 University Blvd.
Orlando, Fl 32817
Tel: 407-679-2448

(1mile west of UCF)

-----------coupon eJQ»lrea t2-7.0t - maximum of aix aun per coupon
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COUPON

VOTE ·sEPT. 24JH_&25TH

tudent Covermnent Asscidation is
"ving away JUE SNOOP.f80cc TICKETS,
or the concert at the UCF Arena, .Friday
tember 18th, lor students who vote
the Senate Elections.
Every one who votes gets'' en~ered into

a drawing to win one of several prizes.
including a free ticket to the

concert:~

For More Information on the Senate Elections
Cheek out:

www.sga.uct.edu
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ELECTRIFYING THE STAGE
MATT PHIPPS
STAFF WRITER

After a long exhausting day of studying Organic Chemistry I
finally got a break Friday evening and decided to go watch a play. As
I drove there cyclohexanes and E/Z properties were bouncing around
in my head. Trust me, my brain was a mess. We got to the theater
where the show was taking place, a nice little venue where Impacte !
Productions presented us with a play titled "Electra at the Weiner
Stand."
As we were going in I glanced at my notes I had on the play. I saw
that it had won the Lily Stotes Award at the Fringe Festival; and as
the play started and the Organic mess suppressed I soon found out
why. ·
By far the best play I have seen in a while, "Electra at the Weiner
Stand" is a tragic comedy that will suck you into its plot right from
· the very first monologue. You may now be asking yourself, "This is
good and all, but what is this play about?" Well, to summarize this
play, would be doing you and the play itself a grave injustice. But I
can tell you that every character in the play is well written and well
acted.
First we encounter Iffy, who was played by Christine Morales, a
shy feminist writer who only feels comfortable arguing her points in
written form. A man named Orin James had raped her mom, and she
was the product. The rapist had a son nam~d Orin James Jr., played
by the director Joshua Hom, who was always repenting the crimes of
his father. His friend Stash, played by Scott Bonsh, was Orin's roommate that was moving out to get away from Orin's girlfriend Betty
Brooks, played by Nicole Darden. Brooks, a molestation victim,
worked at a wiener stand in the sticks and was always looking to be
the victim of everything she did. Stash, Betty and Orin all lived in the
same apartment with the last character, Ralphie, played By J.R
Anshuetz, who was gay ex-cokehead trying to get on his feet again.
The play was spectacular; everything about it from the actors to
the writing, by Todd Kimbro, to the stage direction, done by Lauren
Gamber, was done with the· professionalism and perfection of any
~roadway show.
- I encourage everyone to see this play for yourselves. It is always,
in my opinion, great to see such wonderful local talent first hand. The
remaining dates of the show are Sept. 20 - 22, 27 - 29 and tentatively scheduled for Oct. 4 - 6. The show is located at Impacte!
Productions, which is only five to seven minutes from UCF. So there
is no excuse not to see this play, because local talent like this is
always a pleasure to watch.

H-RRDB-ALL ST-RR f<E-RNU
REEVES lS -R NO--FRlLLS

+<lNO 0-F GUY
TERRY LAWSON
KRT CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT

•

The last time I saw Keanu Reeves in Toronto, he had
returned to the city where he grew up to attend a screening
of his third film, The Prince of Pennsylvania. Arriving at a
party at what was then the city's trendiest restaurant, he
looked uncomfortable in a flannel shirt and jeans, standing
alone near the bar, drinking a beer. Four hours later, I
walked by the restaurant and there was Reeves, sprawled on
a bench in front, apparently asleep and utterly unbothered.
Fifteen years later, Reeves is not likely to go unnoticed
in public. While it seemed as .if half the stars in Hollywood
were encamped last weekend at midtown's Four Seasons
Hotel, the crowd that had gathered outside was primarily
hoping for a glimpse of Reeves, back to promote his new
movie, Hardball.
''Did you see him?" asked a woman in a tank top and
navel ring, looking a few years past the Backstreet Boys
age of stage-door vigil. "What was he was wearing? Was he
with anybody?"
As to the latter question, ifs one every inquiring - read
nosy - mind's been trying to figure out for years; if there's
a more private person in Hollywood than Reeves, he's not
in the movie business. As to the former, he was wearing a
smart black suit and a crisp black T-shirt, plus a pair of old
brown clodhoppers with the clods seemingly still attached.
His white socks barely made it to the top of the boots.
Reeves, however, is not the kind of person you joke with
about fashion confusion, or anything else, at least on the
record. With journalists he's notoriously remote and businesslike. He comes to work.
The attempt to coax the restaurant-bench memory from
PLEASE

SEE Reeves
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Lewis gains OJl_l)Orhmity, loses style

Out Loud...
CHRISSY FICARA

AMANDA ANCES

STAFFWRITER -

STAFF WRITER

viewers can lend a hand and help plan
their future wedding. While Travor and
Tannika have b_een given a once in a
lifetime opportunity, this type of occasion has already happened once.
NBC's "Today" wrapped ·up their second annual summer wedding series this
month. .
Aside from the monotonous topics,
"The Ananda Lewis
-Show" _will - include
celebrity appearances and
interviews. With experience from MTV and BET,
Lewis is sure to impress
viewers in these episodes.
"The Ananda Lewis
Show" scheduled the
episodes to ·air during the
premiere week prior to
the
show's
launch.
However, ~ue to the unexpected
tragedies America faced last week,
Lewis aired a special episode on Sept.
14 dedicated to the incidents.
As an MTV VJ, Lewis has beco-me
tremendously popular among today's
teenage population. However, her new
show is targeted to women ages 25 4Q. Lewis hopes -mothers and daugh-ters will watch the show together to
learn- to respect each other, resolve
conflicts and maintain balance in their
lives.
TheAnandaLewisShow.com houses
the show's impressive website. A multitude of information can be found on
the site including ticket information,
show archives, questions and answers
and Lewis' biography.
"The Ananda Lewis Show, 11 a production of King World, airs ~eekdays
at 9 a.m. on FOX affiliate WOFL

Some viewers know of her from
BET's "Teen Summit." Most are familiar with her work on MTV. Still, others
will become familiar with Ananda
Lewis through her current role as daytime talk show host. At least for as long
as "The Ananda Lewis Show" lasts.
Lewis, 28, is a talented television
personality. Her aforementioned credits
demonstrate her
impressive work experience. Those who know of
Lewis from previous
efforts embraced her outgoing personality and
flair.
stylish _
Unfortunately,
her
uniqueness
got lost
somewhere in the switch
from basic cable to
national syndication.
Before establishing herself_ as a
television personality, Lewis wanted to
be a teacher. She earned a B .A. degree
in History from Howard University in
Washington D.C. Through her new role
as daytime talk show host, Lewis
hopes fo educate, as well as entertain.
The _set of the show has a homey
decor that exhibits a sense of warmth.
Lewis mentioned that th~ set even
includes mementos of her friends and
family. Despite the cozy surroundings,
it is hard to resist the "been there, done that" feeling.
The show's topics are similar to
other daytime talk shows. Reunions,
makeover_s and teen pregnancy . are
issues that are all too familiar in the
world of daytime television.
On the Sept. 10 debut, Lewis'
guests experienced "new beginnings."
One guest, Travor, proposed to his girlfriend, Tannika. In the months to come, Orlando.

The show
must uo on
JACKIE MYERS
STAFF WRITER

(

After the devastation of the terrorist attacks and the
cancellation of their show the previous night, Injected
and American Hi-Fi decided it was important for them
to go on with their lives and blow off some steam at
the Sapphire Supper Club Sept. 13.
Injected opened with a powerful set. Their music
ranged from metal to
-~
punk. The sound was so intense in the intimate
club that clothing vibrated off bodies with the
beat of the drums.
The group dedicated
"Ms. Fortune'' the survivors of the attacks.
Lead singer and guitarist
Danny Grady said he had
been in a daze, driving
around Florida after

•

•
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"This is more fun than the movies," a "Frankenstein-type" fugitive with a
whispers a voice in the audience of plastic surgeon sidekick named Dr.
Theatre UCF's first _production of the Einstein, and an unsuspecting audifall season, "Arsenic. and Old Lace." ence gets a night of pun~ entertainThe hit comedy opened on Broadway ment.
in 1941 and has since made its way to - As far as "Arsenic and Old Lace" , it
the UCF stage. A night with "Arsenic is a promising start to an anti~ipated
and Old Lace" will be packed with sur- successful year in theatre. Some in the
prises, laughter, jaw-dropping discov- audience may feel that the beginning
eries and Broadway-worthy perfor- of the production is slow, confusing,
mances.
or "over the top." But, soon enough the
So, what exactly is this show al( ,. plot unfolds and lends itself to a captiabout? The entire production is played cj_, vating and highly comical show. Yet,
out in the lovely living room of the what truly make.s this particular play
Brewster home in Brooklyn, which so entertaining is the unbelievable talbelongs to the sweet old sisters, Abby ent of fellow UCF students and alumand Martha Brewster, who seem to ni, who bring these characters to life.
have a nasty habit of serving poisoPerformance~ of "Arsenic and Old
nous elderberry wine to unsuspecting Lace" will be Sept. 20 - 23 on Stage 1
lonely gentlemen. Mix these two in the University Theatre Building.
homicidal grannies with their nutty, Evening show time on Sept. 20 - 22 is
live-in brother, Teddy, who swears he 8 ·p.m and the matinee on Sept. 23 will
is Teddy Roosevelt, their two be at 2 p.m. Admission for the general
nephews, Mortimer, the theatre critic
and only sane Brewster, and Jonathan,
PLEASE SEE Theatre ON B-6
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Jonathon (Chris Carberg) ties up and gags Mortimer (Ryan Gilreath) in Theatre UCF's first play
of the fall season, "Arsenic and Old Lace."

hearing .the news. He said things will be
normal for Americans _while at home,
but added, "We're going to lose a lot of
our freedoms when we are in public
places."
· Injected, whose first album, Burn it
Black, is due out in February 2002, has
been together for about six years. They
have been on the road with 'the Oleander,
Seven Mary Three, Collective Soul,
Saliva and Marvelous 3.
Injected's first single, "Faithless,"
will be hitting airwaves soon.
American Hi-Fi took the stage next
with a dozen energetic songs from their
_d ebut album
including

"Hi-Fi
Killer,"
"Blue
Day, 11 the hit "Flavor of the
Weak" and new single
"Another Perfect Day."
They also performed my
personal
. favorite,
"Vertigo," a toe-tapping,
pop-tinged tune from the
American Pie 2 soundtrack.

"Rock and roll
always makes me
feel better!" lead
singer Stacy Jones
exclaimed midway
through the set. The
band seemed to be
taking out all their
aggressions onstage,
channeling it into
their songs.
After playing the
same set for a year,
the guys decided to
mix things up a bit
for their new headlining tour and even
performed a song
they had just learned during sound check.
Following the show, the band hung around to chat
with fans. I caught up with bassist Drew Parsons for a
few minutes. He told me his favorite thing about being
onstage is playing with his three best friends. "It
makes me feel like I'm 10-years-old again!"
Parsons· also said he enjoys watching people's reactions. "It's a great feeling to catch someone's eye and
tell they are so psyched."
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How to work a job fair

•

Before the job fair
, ing questions of employers:
• Attend a resume and a
- What types of career
job search workshop offered
opportunities are available?
by the Career Resource
- What are the growth
Center.
·projections for the next year?
- How many employees
• Check the CRC web
do you have?
site for participating compa- What are the _company's
nies and research those you
might be interested in.
top goals?
- What qualities does
• Proof your resume and
your company look for in a
make copies on quality bond
candidate?
paper for distribution at the
job fair.
- Are you hiring for the
local (Otlando) area?
•Prepare a three minute
presentation on yourself and
- Will I have the opportupractice it out loud.
• Prepare questions to
ask.
• Be prepared to answer
questions.
• Dress in business attire.
At the job fair
• Enthusiastically introduce yourself to employers.
•Give employers your
resume.
• Ask some of the follow-

nity t_o work on special
projects?
•Ask for a business card.
•Thank the employer for
their time.

After the job fair
• Debrief yourself. Make
notes (names, addresses,
phone numbers, impressions).
• Mail thank you cards
and/or letters.
• Mail cover letter and
resume reiterating your interest in the company.
• Be patient.
• Plan a follow up strategy if you do not hear back
from them.
Job fairs are exciting and
can be fun. The "open air
market" atmosphere produces
a relaxed environment where
you can interact with
employers and sharpen your

Meet with over
150 employers at
the UCF arena.
interviewing skills without
the anxiety associated with
the closed door, one-on-one
formal interview. For candidates who know how to
"work" them, job fairs can be
extremely beneficial; and in
today's super-competitive
job-market, there is no more
efficient way to promote
your availability to employ-

ers.
Where else can you find
such a concentration of
potential employers in one
place? Where else can you
interact with hiring officials
and company executives,
identify available opportunities, collect company literaPLEASE

SEE Campus

ON

C-2
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•

Campus to corporate transition not easy
FROM PAGE

C-1

ture and business cards for
future networking and possibly
get a lead, application or an
invitation for an interview?
These events are good not only
for the job seeker, but also for
the employer. Where else can
they see such a concentration
of potential candidates in one
place?
It is essential that you
study the job market. Having
an understanding of your field
of interest can help you in
approaching a job fair table
even if you know nothing
about that employer except the
fact that they have a function
for which you are qualified
and are interested in performing.
As an example, if you are
pursuing a career in retail
management you should
approach all employers at the
fair that are in that field. In
the 30 or so seconds that you
have to make a positive and
lasting first impression,
approach with a firm handshake and introduce yourself.
Demonstrate your enthusiasm
through a quick, convincing,
one-sentence statement about
your intent to pursue a career

in retail management and your
desire to learn more about
Company X's management
training program.
You have to be able to hit
the right button with that person, very quickly, convincing
them that you can be useful to
that company. Now is when
you present your resume with
a smooth, confident motion.
Compare this approach to
"What do you have to offer
me?", which is what most job
fair attendees say. Imagine if
you will for a moment that you
are an employer at a job fair
lasting about six hours.
Anywhere from 300 to 1,000
job candidates could stop at
your display. That's about 50
to 150 per hour! Some candi- .
dates will demonstrate
their
\
initiative, job experience,
training, enthusiasm, confidence and job search preparedness; however, others will present themselves passively and
be guaranteed instant failure.
Listen very carefully to
what the recruiter says,
whether there is hope for further discussion and how you
can follow-up. Now is the
time to pick up their literature
- annual reports, brochures,
etc. Being prepared is the key

•
•
•
•

•
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CRC

WEB SITE

•

Students speak with various employers at the Spring 2001 Career Expo in the UCF Arena.
obvious strengths of potential
candidates.
Your resume will be your
strongest and most useful tool
at the job fair. Prepare a crisp
and eye catching, one-page
resume that starts with a well
defined career objective.
Make sure that you establish a
firm linkage between your
goals and -your experiences.
Your resu.me must reflect your

to getting the most out of a job
fair.
Let's assume that you
know all about dressing for
success. Remember you may
have only 30 seconds to make ·
your case. Imagine how
important that first impression
must be to the employer. If we
are talking no!l-technical fields
here, the employer has to
assess the personalities and

·excellent communication skills
as well as your attention to
details - no typos, misspellings or bad grammar.
It is up to you to get what
you want out of a job fair. If ·
you want it to be more than
just wandering from table to
table with empty handshakes,
you better plan a strategy and
be prepared.
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Coming Tuesday, September 25, 2001

•

to the UCF Arena ...
The University of Central Florida's
--~~~---------::::i

FALL 2001

CAREER EXPO

•

A chance for UCF students
to meet with
·200 EMPLOYERS
to discuss career and
employment opportunities
TUESDAY, SEPT. 25, 2001

10,00 a.m. to 3:00·p.m . .

A list of teniployers is· posted on the· CRC' s website:
CAREER
RESOURCE

CENTER

PROFESSIONAL ATTIRE RECOMMENDED
Sponsored by the Career Resource Center

•
•
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•
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www.ere.ucf.edu

•

in the ...

"'UCF
ARENA
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Preparing individuals for real-world
experiences is at the heart of what we
do. As you prepare to graduate, now is
the time to take control of your career
options.At CAE, we've built a reputation
as the world's premier provider of
simulation and control technologies. We
look forward to sharing our knowledge
and preparing you for the future.

C-~

A letter from the director
Dear Student:

CAE representatives will be at the 200 I
Fall Career Expo on September 25th.We
are looking for dynamic individuals for
the following positions:

The University of Central Florida Career Resource Center is pleased to host
the upcoming 2001 Fall Career Expo! On behalf of the staff of the Career
Resource Center, I'd like to encourage you to attend this important event. Over 150
employers interested in recruiting UCF students will be available to discuss fulltime career opportunities. Many of these employers also sponsor internship opportunities. This is a "must attend" event for college Seniors and graduate students
who are graduating between now and May.· For other students, this e\1ent provides
a unique opportunity to discover various career options, to find information about
many of the top U.S. corporations, and to network with recruiting professionals.

• Electrical Engineers
• Mechanical Engineers

Computer Engineering
• Software Engineers
• Scientific Programmers
It's your future, take command of it. CAE
offers exciting opportunities for growth
and recognition as well as competitive
benefits. We looking forward to seeing
you at the 200 I Fall Career Expo.

CAE USA

•

Human Resources Department
Post Office Box 15000
Tampa, FL 33684-5000
Fax: 813-887-1524
E-mail: employment.fla~cae.com

We'd also like you to stop by the Career Resource Center where we can help
you with a full-range of career planning and employment search services. From the
first-year s~udent generating career options tailored to their strengths and preferences; _to sophomores researching and narrowing their career plans; to juniors
seeking career-related experience; to seniors and graduate students preparing for
and implementing their employment search; experts· can provide targ~ted strategies
for success. Services include:
•
•
•
•
•.
•
•
•
•

•
We all embody a spirit of potential, an essence of our own future.
Discover what lies deep within yourself when you join us at Florida
Hospital Waterman.

All of these services are FREE of charge for current UCF students! Visit
our web site at http://www.crc.uctedu to find out more about our services and to
discover links to career-related sites and online job listings. Students should register via the G. O.L.D. (Grads On-line Database) Connection to take full advantage of
the internship and job seeking services.

Immediate Opportunities For New Graduates
IJ

Realize your potential in a workplace where character, strength, and
confidence will lead you forward to great days ahead! .
Competitive Salaries• Family-Friendly Benefits• Onsite Child Care Center
(sick & well) • Educational Assistance • Retirement & Annuity Plans
• Replacement Facility Scheduled For 2003 • Fun & Affordable Lake
County Lifestyle • 35 Miles from Orlando

..

Show us you'r spirit! Stop by our booth at the Fall Career Expo on
Sept. 25. If unable to attend, apply online at www.fhwat.org or submit
your resume to: Florida Hospital Waterman, Human Resources, P.O.
Box B, Eustis, FL 32727-0377. Phone: 877-298-7329 or 352-589-3337 .
Fax: 352-589-3454. Jobline: 352-589-3339. EOE. Smoke-free, drug-free.

Career counseling and advising
Career Workshops·
Internship and Job Listings
Job Fairs
Career Library
Career Information Resources via the Web
Free Career Publications & Magazines
Cover Letter & Resume Critique
¢
.
On-Campus Interviews

The Caree.r Resource Center is located in the Student Resource Center and
is open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday, with extended hours to 7 p.m; on
Monday and Thursday. We look forward to helping you
jump-start your career.

Go Knights!
Melanie L. Parker, Director
Career Resour~e Center

..
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Internships Available
for Tax Season.
Train Now to Be Ready!
•

•

. Call 407-831-0306
Class Starts Oct. 8th -

•
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Serving the Treasure Coast for Over 50 Years"
Comprehensive Tax Planning &
Accounting & Audi~ng
Tax Return Preparation
Services
11

·

Corporate • Individual • Partnership • Trust
Estate • Gift • international • Sales • Payroll
'

New &Small Business Consulting
· • Business &Management Consulting Services
~ • Business Acquisition &Dissolution Counseling
; • Agribusiness &Medical Services
· • Litigation Support

l •

Fort Pierce

461-6120
SUN TRUST BUILDING, SUITE 300
111 ORANGE AVENUE FORT PIERCE, FL 34950

----.

Financial Statement Preparation
Audit • Review • Compilation

• Comprehensive Financiaf Services
• Cash Flow &Financial Statement Forecasts &Proiecfions
• Personal &Corporate Financial Planning
• Quickbooks / Software Support
• Computer Consulting
Services Offered
At Both Locations

Stuart

930-9202
ROYAL PALM FINANCIAL CENTER, SUITE 321
759 S. FEDERAL HWY. STUART, FL 34994
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Career Resource Center is employment center
The UCF Career
Resource Center (CRC)
offers numerous
employment related
services in addition to
sponsoring job fairs.
Here}s an overview:
Career Planning Workshops
Career planning workshops are
designed to help students get a head
start in making the right career choices
and to provide valuable information,
skills training and resources to enhance
career development. Several of these
50-minute courses are offered throughout each semester and are free to UCF
students and alumni. A monthly schedule and sign-up sheet are provided at
the Student Services Counter in the
CRC and can also be accessed through
the CRC web site at www.crc.ucf.edu.
The following courses are
offered: Orientation to CRC Services,
Resume, Interviewing Techniques, Job
Search
Strategy,
and
Federal
Employment.

Career Advising
Career Advisors are available by
appointment to provide specific infor-

mation and advice on major/career connections, resume and cover letter critiques, mock interviews, choosing and
targeting employers, job search strategies and other career-related issues.
Appointments generally last 45 minutes and may be scheduled through the
Student Services Counter in the CRC.
It is recommended to attend the related
workshop before making an appointment.
For issues that require immediate
assistance that can be handled without
an appointment, a C.O.D., or
"Counselor on Duty" is on-hand to
meet with students on a "walk-in"
basis. These sessions typically .last
only 10 - 15 minutes are intended for
quick resume critiques, questions
regarding the G.O.L.D. system, etc.
Please contact the CRC (407-8232361) to confirm the availability of the
"C.O.D.", as there are times when this
service is not accessible due to special
events or other outreach activities. The
CRC's career advising services are
available only to UCF students and
alumni.
Students who are unsure as to the
types, of careers best suited for their
personalities and skills should visit the
Counseling & Testing Center. Career
counseling and assessment are available by appointment to currently
enrolled UCF students.

Career Information Library
The Career Information Library in
the Career Resource Center offers a
variety of resources to assist students
with career planning and job search
activities. The "Business and Industry"
section contains information and promotional literature from more than 650
companies. ·This includes companies
currently interviewing on-campus a,s
well as other organizations, both local
and national, which recruit frequently.
Other sections provide information on
City, County, State and Federal
Government agencies as well as various
school districts throughout Florida and
the United States. In addition, students
interested in furthering their education
can find information in graduate, law
and professionai school programs.
The Career Information Library
also contains a video resource section.
Many companies provide videos as a
way -to familiarize potential employees
with the history of their organizations,
training programs, benefits packages,
etc. This section also includes a series
of tapes on topics such as job search
strategies, writing resumes, interviewing skills and negotiating salaries to
help students with various aspects of
the employment process.

Job Data Bank
The Career Resource Center
receives tens of thousands of job adver-.
tisements each year from employers

through the mail and by fax. These listings are categorized by occupational
area and posted for two weeks in the
Career Information Library.
Occupational categories for fulltime opportunities include: Business &
Industry, City, County, State, Federal
Government, Education, International,
Health Care, Media, Hospitality and
Separate sections for
others.
Internships, Part-time jgbs and Summer
jobs are also included. Each listing
contains the employer's contact information. The Job Data Bank is available
during the CRC's normal business
hours.

t

Go for the G.O.L.D. with the
Grads On-Line Database!
UCF students and alumni up to one
semester after graduation can access the
Grads On-Line Database free of charge
to register for on-campus recruitment
Using the
and resume referrals.
G,O.L.D. system, you can post your
resume for use by employe;rs, view current job listings, track your resume
referral history and even schedule oncampus interviews from anywhere you
have internet access! To register, visit
the CRC web site arid select G.O.L.D.
Student Login or Alumni Login.
Alumni more than one semester after
graduation ma~ access the system for a
nominal ke; please visit our web site
for a current fee schedule.
-COURTESY UCF CRC

Come join one of the hottest growing retailers
in North America,,and find out why all
start-ups are not created equally

~·

Meet
senior
Mjmf.

Building a great company... one perso.n at a time!
STOP BY OUR BQOTH AT THE FALL CAREER EXPO
TO FIND OUT MORE &
BLINDS Te!J GO
blindstogo.com
SEE THE DIFFERE-NCE!

DIRECT FROM OUR FACTORY

•
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Interview crucial step in hiring process
You may receive a brief
Formal interviews
Small talk
Many recruiters
are one of many
informal interview at the job fair,
will begin the intersteps taken to
but you could also be scheduled
view with some small
obtaining a job.
for a more formal interview with talk. Topics may
a potential employer later. If this range from the weathis the case, it helps to know what er to sports and will
rarely focus on anyto expect. The typical interview
thing that brings out
your
skills.
will last 30 minutes, consisting
Nonetheless,
you
are
of
still being evaluated.
•five minutf]s ~ small talk
Recruiters
•fifteen minutes - a mutual are trained to evaluate
candidates on many
discussion ofyour background
different points. They
and credentials as they relate to
may be judging how
the needs of the employer ,
well you communicate on an informal
•five minutes - employer
basis. You must do
asks you for your questions
CRCWEB SITE
mpre than just smile
•five minutes - conclusion
and nod.
of interview
Your turn for questions
Expect the unexpected
When the recruiter asks, "Now do
During the interview, you may be
Interviewing skills are crucial Recruiter has the floor
The main part of the interview starts you have any questions?" it's important asked some unusual questions. Don ' t be
to job seekers because
when the recruiter begins discussing the to lfave a few ready. .A.sk intelligent, too surprised. Many times, questions are
prospective employers base
organization. If the recruiter uses vague well-thought-out questions to show the asked simply to see how you react.
For example, surprise questions
employment decisions largely on generalities about the positions and you employer you are serious about the
want more specific information, ask organization and that you have done . could range from, "Tell me a joke" to
information and impressions
questions. Be sure you have a clear your homework. Questions should "What time period would you like to
obtained during interviews. The understanding of the job and the compa- always elicit positive responses from have lived in?" Your reaction time and
the employer.
the response you- give will be evaluated .
interview is the most significant ny.
.A.s the interview turns to talk
by the employer, but there's no way you
criteria in making hiring
about your qualifications, be prepared to The end counts
can anticipate questions like these.
decisions!
deal with aspects of your backgrpund
The interview isn't over until you While these questions are not always

•

I>

Before the hello

The typical interview starts before
you even get into the · inner sanctum.
The recruiter begins to evaluate you the
minute' you are identified. You are
expected to shake the recruiter's hand
upon being introduced. Don't be afraid
to extend your hand first to show
assertiveness. Plan on arriving at least
15 minutes early, using the extra time to
relax.

1;

that could be construed as negative,
such as a low grade point average, no
participation in outside activities, 9r no
related work experience. It is up to you
to. convince the recruiter that although
· these points appear negative, positive
attributes can be found in them. It is
also likely you will be asked questions
to determine your direction and motivation, for instance, why you chose the
major you did or what your career goals
are.

walk out the door. It is important to
always remain enthusiastic and courteous. Often the conclusion of the inter- ·
view is indicated when the recruiter
stands up. However, if you feel the
interview has reached its conclusion,
you can stand up first.
Shake the recruiters hand and .
thank him or her for considering you.
_Being forthright is a quality that most
employers will respect, indicating that
you feel you have presented your case
and the decision is now up to them.

used, they are intended to force you to
react under some stress and pressure.
The best advice is to think and give a
natural response.
-COURTESY UCF CRC
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For more information visit us at Booth #8.
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Regeneration Technologies, Inc. (RTI) a recognized leader in the
use of tissue and innovative technologies to repair and promote the
natural healing of human bone and other tissue, is seeking qualified
individuals to join our team. RTI offers very competitive salari~s and
benefits and the opportunity to grow within a creative and
progressive environment. If your goal is to join a fast-growing,
progressive company where you can utilize your talents and skills,
contact us.
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Email resume to jobs@rtix.com or Fax to 386-462-0097. Company
information at www.rtix.com. EOE.
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Resume,do's and dont's
DO
Be concise
Your resume should be an outline of
your specific career-related experiences,
qualifications and education. Use short
phrases or bullets to highlight key
points; save details for your cover letter
and/or interview. Limit your resume to
one or two pages.

Target resume to career field
If you plan to apply for positions in
different career fields, tailor a resume
for each with an appropriate objectiv_e
and skills pertinent to each field. It's not
unusual to have two or three resumes on
hand, each targeted to a different career
field.

Communicate skills and
accomplishments
Instead of simply listing job duties,
communicate relevant skills and accomplishments. Emphasize leadership, organizational, communication and teamwork skills. Demonstrate results of your
efforts by including figures whenever
possible (for example, doubled participation or increased attendance by
100%).

Keep resume current
As you learn new skills or achieve

new accomplishments, add them to your
resume. Change or eliminate outdated
information. You never know when an
opportunity will arise.

Be honest and accurate
Convey your qualifications in a
positive light without embellishment or
exaggeration. Employers often advertise
a "wish list" of qualifications and don't
necessarily expect applicants to have
them all.

Create a professional appear-

most lasting) impression of you.
Consider the following guidelines when
preparing your resume.

DON'T
Don't include irrelevant
information
Leave out irrelevant information
such as personal interests, family status,
and salary requirements. Iilclude only
information pertinent to your job-related qualifications.

Don't use passive phrases

ance

Don't exaggerate
You may be asked to expound on
any information· you include in your
resume. Be as accurate as possible without selling your skills short.

Don't overlook extracurricular
and volunteer experiences

Experience gained during volunteer
work, participation in campus or community organizations, and leadership
experiences are all valid. Valuable transferrable skills can be learned and practiced through volunteer and extracurricular experiences.

Don't include salary
information

Use action and skill verbs such as
The employer's first impression of
you is based on your resume. Make sure implemented, established, designed,
If a company requires a salary hisit reflects -the _professional image you edited and sold. This helps emphasize
tory, include it as a separate page or
. your accomplishments rather than paswant to convey!
address it in your cover letter. Save dissively listing your job duties or responcussioll' for a future interview.
sibilities.
Don't include high school informaHave someone else review your tion.
References should be listed on a
High school inforination is ancient
resume to check for errors or awkward
phrasing. Bring your resume to the history to recruiters. Stick to career- and separate page and provided on request.
Career Resource Center for critiquing education-related accomplishments dur- Inform your references each time you
submit their contact information to an
by a career advisor. A resume is a one- ing college.
, employer. Make sure your references
. or two-page summary of your skills,
have current copies of your resume so
accomplishments, experiences and eduthat they can speak knowledgeably on
cation designed to capture the "interest of
your
behalf.
prospective employers. Because the purIt s_hould be immediately dear to
pose of a resume is to secure an interthe reviewer fhat this is your resume!
view, it can be an employer's first (and
--COURTESY UCF CRC

Proofread· and edit

Don't list references on resume

Don't label the document
'Resume'

Sorry Fido!
·We are only hir·ing:
£1ectrica1, Computer and
Computer Science [ng·ineers and for
_
Accounting, Flnance, £conomics, and
Business Management posit\ons.

But we llke
your grasp
on technology.
i

V1s1t our booth at the Career £xpo on
September 25, 2001.
www.harr1s.com

I
Ii .
•
If you are unable to attend. pledse send your resume
to harrisjobs@hiresystems.com, referencing Source Code: ENGCN/.
U.S. Citizenship required for most positions.
We are an [qua! Opportunity Employer.

'

"
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Cover letter do's
.and dont's
/

While the purpose of a resume is to
• Tailor each letter to the individual
secure an interview, the cover letter can per- employer. ff responding to a position listsuade an employer to read your resume in ing, address the advertised requirements.
several ways.
•Address the letter to a specific indiLike a career objective on a resume, the vidual within the company, including
cover letter can tell an employer what type of his/her correct title.
position you are seeking.
• Research the company and demonThe cover letter can also expand on strate your knowledge by relating your
your resume by highlighting the ·~pecific qualifications to their needs.
skills and experiences the employer is seek•Close with a request for action (e.g., an
ing, displaying your knowledge about the interview or personal meeting).
career field or company, and demonstrating
• Proofread and edit.
your writing skills. If your concern is a lack
of practical experience on your resume, your
cover letter can explain why you are still the
right person for the job.
Open your cover letter by stating why
you are writing (e.g., to apply for an adver•Don't repeat what is already written in
tised position or because Mr. John Smith in your resume.
the company's marketing department
• Don't address the letter "Dear Sir or
re~erred you to the recruiter). In the next one
Madam." ff it is not possible to determine the
to two paragraphs, briefly discuss your back- name of the person you should be writing to,
ground and qualifications. Most importantly, use a non-gender specific alternative such as
relate yourself to the company and the spe- , "Dear Human Resources Director'' or "Dear
cific position for which you are applying. Prospective Employer."
Finally, close your letter with a request for a
• Don't mass-produce letters. Send a
personal meeting or interview.
personalized letter to each employer.
• Don't handwrite your cover letter.
• Don't use acronyms or jargon unless
you are sure the person reviewing your application will understand it.
• Follow rules of layout and format of a
standard business letter.
-COURTESY UCF CRC

DON1

t'>

DO

http://www.crc.ucf.edu
The Career Resource Center web site is your passport to a world of on-line
career and job ·search resources. Simply point your web browser to
www.crc.ucf.edu to check on ihe latest job fair information, sign-up for a career
planning mini-class, or link to a variety of nationwide job bank web sites and search
engines.
The web site also includes information on the programs and services
offered by the CRC.
,
UCF students and alumni up to one semester after graduation can access
the _GOLD Connection free of charge. The GOLD Connection allows registration
of a personal profile and posting of your resume so you may participate in on-campus interviews, view job postings, and track your resume referral history.

Fo.r Us,

;_,

It's a Badge
of Pride
Serving with pride to protect the public by maintaining a safe
and secure corrections facility-it's a mission that we all share at Orange
County Corrections. Ensuring victims' rights, holding offenders accountable,
and providing fair treatment are just a few of the satisfying challenges you'll
encounter as a member of our corrections team. Join us and begin a rewarding
career of professional enrichment and personal growth. . .
We offer full-time opportunitie.s, paid sponsorship to the
corrections academy, medical/dental/vision; departmentsupplied uniforms and equipment, tuition reimbursement,
membership in the Florida Retirement System, 18 paid
vacation days and 1Opaid holidays a year, specialized units,
no residency requirement, shift differential, and state salary
incentives (Corrections Officers only - up to $1,560/yr).

..

Apply in person at Orange County Human
Resources, 450 E. South St., 2"d _Floor, Orlando, FL
32801. For more information, call our recruitment office
at (407) 836-3543 or (407) 836-0291. Visit our website to download
·an application at www.bestjail.com. EOE,
M/F/DNP. Orange County is a drug-free workplace
and will conduct drug/alcohol testing .

Corr,ectional RN

Starting Salary~ $35~110 • $52!6.SS

Correctional LPN
Starting Salary: $26,416 • $41,309
,,

(RN/LPN Shift Differential: $4,160 • $6,344/yr)
'

..

..

'

..

'

''

'

'

\

'

..

Orange County
Corrections Department
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Organizing
a job search

JEL-O·WEN·
CAREERS &
INTERNSHIPS
A Hands-On Opportunity
To Shape Your Future
Open the door to a rewarding career with
JELD-WEN, inc. We build more thari doors,
windows and specialty wood products.

Can't attend the 2001 Fall Career Expo or not ready for
employment just yet? Planning for your career should still be on
your mind. Following is a long-term strategy guide:
The job search can be an overwhelming and time consuming
process. What do you need to do and where do you begin?
Planning and organization are key elements to a successful job
search. It's a good idea to begin about six months before your targeted employment date. The Career Resource Center (described on
pages 4-5) can help you develop and implement an effective job
search campaign.

..
•

Self Assessment
Take time to better know yourself. Identify your interests,
skills, and work values and evaluate your strengths and weakpesses. Emphasize those which connect most directly
with your current
goals. Identifying
this information
will help you
articulate your
career objective,
which will assist
_you in targeting
employers and ultimately marketing
yourself in the
interview.

..

utiliz~ . our

Access our Careers web site and

•

online application process!

Research & Explore Career Options
Become knowledgeable about the job market. Explore occupations related to your skills and education, Know what is required
to compete for these posi~ons'.

Choose A GREAT Future!!

Target Employers

~~,,.

Use a variety of methods to identify potential employers and
research their organizations. Utilize employer directories, the
Internet, the CRC Career Information Library, professional associations, trade journals, and similar sources to develop a list of
employer names and addresses. Find out as much as you can about
prospective employers through employees, visits, company literature and reference books. Prioritize your list of employers in order
of preference.

.

~

.

...

· Bus,ness
•

Prepare Job Search Material
Develop a dynamic resume and cover letters targeted to the
needs of potential employers. Consider developing severar versions of your resume, depending upon the positions or organizations you are pursuing.

Conduct Your Job Search C3:mpaign
This part of the process requires daily attention. Devefop a
schedule and record keepmg system. Your records should include
prospective contacts, companies contacted, follow-up dates and status of contact. Access all possible job listings and contact employers of interest for potential hiring needs. Be persistent and follow
through.

The Program:
.if 3-ye arm anagem ent training program
as a civilian with the US Navy in 6
career fields such as:

>Full tuition for graduate degree
>Fast-track career development
program

•Logistics
• Confrac ting
VJ obs are 1ocated throughout the US

Organizations usually hire based on face-to-face interviews.
Practice your interviewing skills and set a goal of gaining an interview with all organizations on your list even if some do not have
current openings. Personal contact improves your chances of being
remembered once an opening does occur.

*Low cost life insurance
*Retirement pl an with employer
matched funds
* 13-26 days vacation

The Requirements:

New Job

• 3.45 GPA for non-engineers
• 2. 95 GP A for engineers
• US Citizenship

When all the terms have been agreed upon, request an employment letter/contract stating salary, starting date and benefits. After
reviewing and accepting the offer, relax and enjoy your new job!

Review Your Decision

To apply or for information call (800) 431-4422
Email: navyintern@hropensacola.navy.mil URL: W'iN'iN.navyintem.cms.navy.mil

Career development is an ongoing process. Review your job
search experience and determine successes and problems. Keep
your resume current-you never know when you may need it!

·coME VISIT OUR BOOTH AT THE FAIR

-COURTESY UCF CRC
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The Benefits:

~Engineering

Interview
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What do employers want?·
No matter what qualifications
you possess, no matter how stellar your
GPA, there are some skills that can make or
break your candidacy.
The charts below show how
employers rank specific skills and personal
characteristics (notice the overlap).
Increasingly in today's workplace, employees work together to complete projects successfully. Many of the skills and characteristics relate to how employees work, indicating the importance employers place on
work style.
Your ability to demonstrate to an
employer that you have these qualities and
skills is just as important as actually possessing them. In some cases, you'll be able
to point to specific activities or course
work. You'll want to make use of such
information on your resume and -in · the
interview. And remember _ the interview
is ~ showcase of your interpersonal and
oral communication skills, so be prepared!

1•

THE ce

T S

CRC WEB

·'

/

1. Honesty/integrity
. 2. Motivation/initiative
3. Communication skills
4. Self-confidence
5. Flexibility
6. Interpersonal skills
7. Strong work ethic
8 Teamwork skills
9. Leadership skills
10. Enthusiasm

Find Your Future at
W~lls

online

@

www.UCFFuture.com

Stuftnt ffndc: hunvrJn 'hply ro11tn•

~NlliN':tP""'""'f'•ff•~• "..._"'*~s.utfn•lllOt

•~~lll1'~lrott_.~-. ..,..~•1•1~u.

.......t • t4Jl.~·~"-r- ,~~-.,. 14ta >

Top 10 Personal Characteristics
Employers Seek in Job Candidates

(5 =extremely important)
Interpersonal skills-4.67
Teamwork skills - 4.65
Analytical skills - 4.56
Oral communication skills - 4.53
Flexibility- 4.52
Computer skills- 4.32
Written communication skills - 4.12
Leadership skills- 4.08
Work experience- 4.05
Internship experience - 3.77
Co-Op experience - 3.37

·FUTURE

SITE

Employers look for many different things when hiring new employees.
Some include, but are not limited to, teamwork, oral communication, and
computer skills.

Desired Skills Employers Seek

al tlorida

--COURTESY UCF CRC

II

Fargo Financial

As a Credit Manager, you will ...
•
•
•
•
•

Enjoy a salaried position with a Fortune 100 Company
Have perfonnance and salary reviews at least every 3 months
Complete a comprehensive training program
Learn credit investigation, loan interviewing, sales and collection techniques
Expect to qualify for promotion to Assistant and Store Manag~r

Your Benefits include...

•

• Holidays and vacations - vacation is based on length of service. Full-time team members receive.a minimum of nine paid holidays each
year.
• Thrift and profit sharing - contributions up to 6% of your salary receive an employer match of up to $2.50 for each dollar you
contributed.
• Stock plans - purchase Wells Fargo stock directly from your earnings with no fees.
You are also eligible for employee stock options as they are granted.
• Tuition reimbursement - if you cho?se to continue your education we will help with the cost.
• Team member referral - receive $500 and one day of vacation for each person
that you refer who is hired
• Savings plan - earn 12% on bala~ces up to $10,000

To find out more about the management-training program, visit our website at wellsfargofmancial.com or contact:
Chris Lounsberry, Branch Manager@ 8881 W. Colonial Drive, Ocoee FL, 34761 407/578-1885 or 407/578-1807fax
,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .lilillillilii.....................................................................................................
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EMPLOYER LISTING
7-Eleven, Inc.
Advanced Drainage Systems,
Inc.
American Express Frnancial
Advisors
Arneristeel
Analog Devices
Andersen
Aramark
Auditor General- State of
Florida
Averett, Wannus, Durkee,
Bauder, & Thompson
Babies R' Us
BBF Printing
Bed Bath & Beyond
Berger, Toomlas, Elam & Frank
CPA's
Blinds To Go, Inc.
Bowyer Singleton &Associates
Boyle Engineering Corp.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Buckeye International, Inc.
Burdines
C N A Group Benefits
CAEUSA
Cash America .
Centex Homes
CH Robinson Worldwide Inc '
Champs Sports
City of Casselberry
City of Titusville
Coastal Systems Station
Convergys
Darden Restaurants/Smokey
Bones BBQ Sports Bar
Deloitte & Touche

Department of Children and
Families
Dept. of Defense, Inspector
General
DHHS, OIG, Office of Audit
Services
Dietrich Industries
Earth Tech, Inc.
Enterprise Rent A Car
Ernst & Young
Ernst & Young ~LP
Evans & Sutherland
F.~.I

Fairfield Communities
Fastenal
FedEx Express
FedEx Services
First North American National
Bank
Florida Dept. of Transportation
Florida Engineered Construction
Products Corp.
Florida Hospital
Florida Hospital Waterman
Florida Power & Light Company
GAI Consultants-Southeast
Gallogly, Fernandez & Riley,

bLP
GETransportaion SystemsGlobal Signaling .
GEICO Direct
· Gilbert Southern Corp
Girls and Boys Town
Graham, Cottrill, Jackson, Batts,
& Hostetter, PK .
H&R Block
Hacker Johnson & Smith

Hancock Information Group
Harris Foundation
Hartford Insurance Company
Hartman & Associates,, Inc.
Hershey Foods
Hewitt Associates
HLM Design, Inc.
Honeywell
Hooters of America, Inc.
Huttig Building Products
Internal Revenue Service
Intersil Corporation
Jeld-Wen, Inc.
Kirnley-Horn and Associates,
Inc.
Kisinger Campo & Associates
Corp.

Career Center
Naval Undersea Warfare
NAVSEA- Indian Head
Division
Navy Civilian Jobs
Navy Recruiting District
Nodarse & Associates, Inc
Northrop Grumman.Corp (
Melbourne)
Northrop Grumman Corporation
( St. Augustine)
Northwestern Mutual Financial
Network
, Omni Financial Services
Orange County Corrections
Orange Lake Resort & Country
Club
Orlando Police Department
Kmart
,
Peace Corps
L-3 Communications
Piceme Development
Lockheed Martin
Loews Hotel At Universal
Play With A Purpose
Polk County Board of County
Orlando
Logicon
Commissioners
Presser, Lahnen & Edelman
Marine Corps Officer Selection,
Pricewaterhouse Coopers LLP
"·
Office
Media Outsourcing of Orland~ "'
Raytheon Company
Medical Manager Rese~th and;. Red Lobster.
~:
; ·'.·~.'
--~
·:
Development
Regenerati~p Technologies Inc.
Men's Wearhouse
•''
Regents Park & MiµiorCare of
Winter Park
'
~
Mercedes Homes
Rental Servi~e ,Corporation
MetLife
R,eynolds; Smith and Hills, Inc.
Microsoft
Mitre Corporation (The)
. RinkerMaterials
Mutual of Omaha.
R\'VD Technologies
SAIC'(Science Applications
Nabisco
International)
NAVAIR
Naval Financial Management
Sawtek Inc.
--

Sherwin-Williams
Siemens USA
SMI Rebar Florida
Space and Naval Warfare
Systems Center-Charleston
Sprint
St. Johns River Water
Management District
Staples
State Farm Insurance Companies
Steak n Shake
SunTrust Banks, Inc
'Target Stores
Tedder, James, Worden &
Associates, tA.
TruGreen ChemLawn
U.S. ArIDy Recruiting
U.S. Department of Veterans
Affairs
U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service
UCF Army ROTC
United'Space Alliance
Universal Allied Group
Universal Engineering Sciences
UNUMProvident Corporation
U-Save Auto Rental of Florida,
Inc.
Veritas .Software
Ve&tal &'Wiler, CPA's
Walgreens
Wallace
Walt Disney Imagineering
Walt Disney World Resort
WCI Communities
Wells Fargo Financial
Wharton-Smith, Inc.

!~

CAB USA ....•. ·....•.....•.. ·:. ":3
Florida Hospital Waterma,n ..... '. . . . . . .3
H&RBloclc .......... v : "-..•.. "'... ··" .3
Berger, Toomlas, Elam & Prank ~...... , ..3
Blinds To Go, Inc. . ............... : . .4 ,~
Regeneration,.Techp.ologieslnc. . ..... ", ,5
Harris F~undation .. ~ .. .' : ... ,. :···. .'·.. :·,;, . .6
Orange Co1lnty C6rrectiqns . . . . ,...... . * • .}
. Jeld-Wen, Inc ........................'8
Navy Civilian Johs .... •·~ '" .........."'. :8 · ~
Wells Fargo ......... '. -~ .... ·: ...... ; .. 9"""
Space and Naval Warfare Systems ...... fo
Mutual of Omaha ......... ·.......... 10
Sherwin-Williams .................. .11
Siemens USA .. -........
, ........ : 0. .12
.

.Name your hours.
Name your product.
Name your income.

.,

;;,; .

As a sales professional for the Mutual of Omaha Companies, the
Space and Naval Warfare Systems Center
Interested in learning to develop, deliver, and maintain
effective, capable and integrated systems?
SPAWAR, Charleston, SC is a leading edge, networkcentric corporation that designs, builds, tests, fields and
supports many of the command, control, communication,
computer, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
(C41SR) systems in use today.

choices are yours. It's alot like managing your own business
because you set yqur appointments, you sell from our extensive
product portfolio, and you'll earn a rewarding income based on
how hard you 're willing to work There is no limit to what you
can earn. And, we offer a complete and continuing training
program that gives you the tools for success. Sound good?
To find out more, call, mail or FAX your resume tod1y.
,.

Employment Programs available are:
Student Temporary Employment Program,
Student Career Experience Program, and
3-yr. Acquisition Intern Training Program or
direct hire upon graduation.
Contact or visit us at the UCF career fair to discuss
opportunities that include employment and travel in exciting
locations nationally and internationally. Ask us about our
excellent benefits package plus signing bonus.
EE, CPE, CS - US Citizenship required.

For further information, please e-mail us at
recruit@spawar.navy.mil or visit our web site at
www-chas.spawar.navy.mil.

Orlando Division Office
Suite 248
615 Crescent Executive Court
Lake Mary, FL 32746
Phone: 407-805-01441
Fax: 407-805-0433
MLM273511·98

MUTUili.efOmanil
ComPilnH!S

Eqwl Opporturutits Companin
n'W murualofom1ha.com

\
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Career Resource Center services
Career Advising by Appointment: Career Information:

Career Planning Workshops:

Major/Career options
Career related questions
Career Planning
Resume/Cover Letter critique
Mock Interview

GOLD Connection
Career Exploration
Choosing/Changing your major
Resume/Cover letter
Interview techniques
Job Search Strategy Federal Government

Career Information Library
Career Reference Books
NACE Job Choices Annuals
Free Career Related Publications

On-Campus Recruitment
and Job Postings:
GOLD Connection
On-Campus Interviewing
Resume Referral Service

Workshops and career/job fairs held by the CRC
•

SEPTEMBER 19, 11:00 AM
Get your job via the Gold
Connection

SEPTEMBER 26, 9:00 AM
Get Your Job via the GOLD
Connection

SEPTEMBER 19, 2:30 PM
Job Search Strategy

SEPTEMBER 26, 10:00 AM
Resume Writing & Cover Letters

SEPTEMBER 25, 10:00 AM
Fall Career Expo

SEPTEMBER 26, 1:00 PM
Interviewing Techniques

SEPTEMBER 26, 3 :00 PM
Career Exploration
SEPTEMBER 26, 3:00 PM
Get Your Job via the GOLD
Connection

OCTOBER 01 , lO:oo·AM
Graduate, Law and Professional
School Recruitment Day

OCTOBER 03, 3:00 PM
Job Search Strategy
OCTOBER 04, 10:00 AM
Job Search Strategy

OCTOBER 02, 10:30 AM
Resume and Cover Letters

OCTOBER 04, 2:30 PM
Interviewing Techniques

OCTOBER 03, 9:00 AM
Interviewing Techniques

OCTOBER 05, 3:00 PM
Get Your Job via The GOLD
Connection
OCTOBER 08, 1:30 PM
Job Search Strategy

•

-Get Ready
Ge't Set

OCTOBER 10, 11 :00 AM
Resume and Cover Letters
OCTOBER lO, 3 :00 PM
Choosing & Changing Majors .

•
'

OCTOBER ll ,. 9:00AM
Resume and Cover Letters
OCTOBER 16, 4:00 PM
Resume and Cover Letter

..
•

..

•
ir

OCTOBER 18, 9:30AM
Employment

Fe~eral

You probably first heard of The Sherwin-Williams Company that summer when your folks made you help paint the living
room .
Our apologies.
But, in fact, we've been around for 135 years. Founded in 1866, The Sherwin-Williams Company today has sales
exceeding $5 billion and is ranked among the nationfs top Fortune 400 companies.
The reason for our success is simple: We trust our employees, reward their ingenuity, and give them the tools necessary
to provide our customers with great service and superb products.
·
We're seeking candidates to join our entry level Manag_ement Training Program throughout Florida and the Southeastern
U.S.. As a Manager Trainee, you'll gain experience in all facets of wholesale/retail store operations, customer service,
product knowledge, human resources, _
financial and credit management, and more. A four-year college degree (marketing
and management majors preferred) and sales or customer service work experience is a prerequisite. We offer an
attractive salary with sales and profit incentives, complete benefits package with wealth building program, and a welldefined career path.
With so many companies on campus, finding career opportunities which offer future growth is a challenging priority. Let us
tell you how Sherwin-Williams .can help you meet that challenge. Come by our booth at the UCF Fall 2001 Career Expo
and learn more about the exciting opportunities available at Sherwin-Williams. We will be back on campus on October 25th
for first interviews.
For consideration, fax or e-mail your resume to Kerri Rodgers at (678) 261 ·6798 or e-mail klrodgers@sherwin.com

OCTOBER 18, 1:30 PM
Interviewing Techniques
OCTOBER 22, 9:30 AM
Job Search Strategy
OCTOBER 22, 4:00 PM
Interviewing Techniques
OCTOBER24, 9:00AM
Resume and Cover Letter
OCTOBER 24, 11:00 AM
Interviewing Techniques
OCTOBER 24, 3:00 PM
Choosing & Changing Majors
OCTOBER 25, 1:00 PM
Job Search Strategy
OCTOBER 29, 9:00 AM
Interviewing Techniques

REAL Experience
REAL Opportunitit-s

REAL Wealth-builclincf pro9rams
REAL Benefits

A REAL Futur•.

OCTOBER 29, 3:00 PM
Career Exploration
OCTOBER 30, 10:30 AM
Resume and Cover Letters
OCTOBER 31, 11:00 AM
Job Search Strategy
OCTOBER 31, 3:00 PM
Career Exploration

.,

SHERWJN.. WJLLIAMS PAINTS
•

Check web site to confirm
dates & location:
www. ere. ucf edu
. •.••... • •~OURlESY. lJC:F. C~C: ·
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